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Abstract

The dissertation consists of three studies on money and banking in the presence of uncer

tainty.

In the first paper, agents face uncertain future liquidity needs and the bank is formed to

provide liquidity insurance to depositors. The bank holds cash reserves to meet depositors'

liquidity needs and as an insurance against uncertain return on the bank's assets. The paper

analyzes the effect of inflation on banking crises. The main result is that when the bank

has access to a stable foreign currency, inflation has a threshold effect on the incidence of

banking crises: higher inflation reduces the likelihood of crises when inflation is below the

threshold; the reverse occurs when inflation exceeds the threshold. This result appears to

be broadly consistent with available evidence.

The second paper is an experimental study about depositors' behavior under a demand

deposit contract when they face uncertainty over other depositors' actions; and investigates

whether bank runs can occur as the result of pure coordination failures. It is found that

bank runs can occur as a result ofpure coordination failures, but only when coordination is

difficult. I compare the experimental results and the simulation results from a learning algo

rithm modified from Temzelides (1997), and find that learning offers a good approximation

to observed lab behavior.

In the third paper, agents face uncertainty over future preferences. The paper takes the

mechanism design approach and studies the essentiality of multiple currencies - which act

as substitute for the missing record-keeping technology - in the presence oflimited commit

ment and private information about the realization of preferences. When money balances

are concealable, a single money is sufficient to solve the problem of limited commitment,

and can deal with the private information problem if agents are patient enough; in which

case, money balances serve as a preference signalling device. When agents are sufficiently

impatient, a second money is essential and allows agents to signal their preferences by

holding different monetary portfolios all giving rise to the same total money balances.
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Chapter 1

Banking Crises in Monetary Economies 1

This paper analyzes the effect of inflation on banking crises in a model in which money

and banks play essential roles. The model's equilibrium replicates some key features of

actual banking crises; namely, the partial suspension ofpayments, and the desire to hold

cash even in the absence ofpressing liquidity needs. When banks have access to a stable

foreign currency, inflation has a threshold effect on banking crises: higher inflation reduces

the likelihood of crises when inflation is below the threshold; the reverse happens when

inflation exceeds the threshold. This result appears to be broadly consistent with available

evidence.

1.1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with explaining what appears to be a U-shaped relationship be

tween banking crises and inflation; that is, the fact that banking crises appear much more

likely to occur in either very 'low' inflation environments or in very 'high' inflation envi

ronments. Low inflation (and deflation) environments like the depression-era U.S., or Japan

throughout its 'lost decade' ofthe 1990s, for example, were infamous for their widespread

banking-sector troubles. 2 Similar banking-sector problems appear to be present in several

1A more complete version ofthe this chapter can be found in the Canadian Journal of Economics, volume
41, page 80-104. I am grateful to David Andolfatto for his advice. I would also like to thank two anonymous
referees, Kenneth Kasa, Jasmina Arifovic, Helge Braun, and participants at the brown bag seminar at Simon
Fraser University and the Student TARGET workshop (2005, 2006) at University of British Columbia for
their helpful comments and suggestions.

2Jonker and van Zanden (1995) study banking crises in the inter-war period and point out that ' ... As
a rule it would seem as if crises occurred in countries which, following the collapse of the post-war boom,
implemented delfationary policies in the run-up towards restoration of the gold standards.... In Denmark,



Table 1.1: Banking Crises in High Inflation Environments
Banking crises Net annual inflation (%) at start of crises
Argentina 1980-1982 100.76
Argentina 1989-1990 3079.81
Bolivia 1986-1988 276.34
Brazil 1990 2947.73
Brazil 1994-1999 2075.89
Israel 1983-1984 145.64
Lebanon 1988-1990 127.84
Peru 1983-1990 111.15
Sierra Leone 1990-1993 110.95
Turkey 1994 106.26
SOURCE: IMF/IFS.
NOTES: The crisis episodes are identified in Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache (2005).

economies that feature very high rates of inflation; see Table 1, and the formal economet

ric investigation in Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache (1998, 2005). Why this should be the

case is not known. The purpose of this paper is to develop a possible rationale for this

phenomenon.

To address the issue at hand, it seems clear that any passable theory will have to include,

at the very least, the following three elements: [1] a role for banks; [2] a role for money;

and [3] a set ofshocks that can potentially trigger' crisis' events. There are several potential

modelling choices that one may take here concerning the role/nature of each one of these

elements. There is also a question concerning the actual definition of what constitutes a

banking'crisis.' Let me first briefly review some of the relevant literature and then justify

the general approach that I take.

First, it is almost conventional wisdom to suppose that banks are somehow 'different'

from other private agencies (including other intermediaries, like insurance companies or

pension funds). This difference stems from the peculiar liability structure ofthose agencies

we label 'banks;' i.e., the demandable nature of their debt instruments. While this liability

structure obviously has an economic purpose (with bank liabilities serving as an important

payment instrument, and their demandable nature serving as a low-cost form of insurance

against idiosyncratic liquidity needs), it allegedly opens the door to a form of inherent

'fragility' or 'instability.' That is, if everyone (for some unexplained reason) chooses to ex

ercise their redemption option simultaneously (i.e., make a 'run' on the bank), then the bank

Sweden, and the Netherlands delfationary policies were introduced which combined with the depression to
produce banking crises. Between 1920 and 1923 the price level in these countries fell by 21 %, 23% and 27%
respectively (Maddison, 199I:app.E).'
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will be forced to liquidate even positive net-present-value investments (at fire-sale prices)

to make good on its obligations. With a sequential service constraint in place, depositors

who are slow to act may be left with nothing. It is this fear that justifies 'running' (on the

expectation that others will do) and which renders a bank-run a self-fulfilling prophesy.

Diamond and Dybvig (1983) were the first to attempt formalizing the concept ofa bank

run as an equilibrium phenomenon (see also: Waldo, 1985, Cooper and Ross, 1998, Loewy,

1991, and Peck and Shell, 2003). I choose not to go this route for a number of reasons.

First, most of these papers (with the exception of Loewy, 1991) feature models that are

static in nature with no role for money. Second, the existence ofmultiple equilibria in these

environments appears to be an artifact of exogenously imposed sub-optimal bank contracts

(see Green and Lin, 1996,2003). Third, it is by no means clear that actual bank crises are

the product of expectations-driven shocks or other events related to a change in underlying

fundamentals; see, for example, Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988), Chari and Jagannathan

(1988), Allen and Gale (1998), Morris and Shin (2000), and Goldstein and Pauzner (2005).

Thus, the approach I take here is that 'crisis' events are triggered by fundamentals; or,

to be more precise, shocks to information relating to fundamentals (along the lines ofAllen

and Gale, 1998). But I also need a dynamic model and, in particular, a model that fea

tures money and banks. The basic framework I adopt here is based on Champ, Smith and

Williamson (1996) and Smith (2003), who introduce money via an overlapping generations

structure where banks exist to insure agents against random needs for liquidity. As with

these authors, I do not focus on modelling a 'crisis' as a bank-run per se; rather, a 'crisis' is

defined by particular behavior that maps into real-world phenomena that are commonly as

sociated with crisis events (as in the widespread demand for liquidity by agents that would

not normally desire it, along with what - on the surface at least - looks like a partial sus

pension of payments). Unlike these authors (see also Loewy, 2003), however, I choose to

view the shocks precipitating crisis events as 'technology' shocks that alter the real value

of a bank's assets, rather than an exogenous shock to the aggregate demand for liquid

ity. My approach is also related in many ways to that of Loewy (1998), whose monetary

Diamond-Dybvig model features 'information-based' shocks along the lines ofJacklin and

Bhattacharya (1988); but whose analysis is focussed primarily on understanding a specific

episode in U.S. banking history (1929-33).

The interpretative setup I choose is therefore based on a combination of Smith (2003)

and Allen and Gale (1998). As in Smith (2003), there is a friction that allows money to

coexist with capital, even in the absence of aggregate uncertainty, and despite money being

dominated in rate of return. Banks exist in the model to provide agents with insurance

3



against idiosyncratic shocks to their liquidity needs. An optimal banking arrangement re

quires that banks take deposits, invest them in a portfolio that consists of capital investment

and reserves of cash. The liabilities that they issue are made demandable for cash. Fol

lowing Allen and Gale (1998) (and in contrast to Smith, 2003), I introduce an aggregate

technology shock (in the fonn of 'news' that reveals the future return on the bank's capi

tal investment). The bank's portfolio decision (cash versus capital) must be made before

the arrival of this infonnation. The presence of aggregate uncertainty generates an addi

tional demand for money in the fonn of 'precautionary balances,' since the rate of return

on money (the inverse of the inflation rate) is stable relative to the risky return on capital.

The inflation rate is dictated solely by monetary policy.

In this environment, ex ante behavior (prior to the arrival of infonnation about the

productivity shock) all looks the same (a by-product of the fact that technology shocks

are i.i.d. and that agents live for two periods only): the bank always chooses the same

currency/deposit ratio. But ex post behavior falls into one of two classes, depending on

whether the realization of the shock falls above or below some critical value (detennined

endogenously by the rate of return on money and the bank's currency-to-deposit ratio).

In 'nonnal' times (associated with news that the return on a bank's capital is above the

critical value), only depositors who are subject to a liquidity shock hold cash and in doing

so, forgo the higher yield on capital (their interest-bearing deposits at the bank). Those

who do not require liquidity enjoy the high return on their bank deposits and do not wish

to hold any cash. Occasionally, however, people receive bad news that the return on the

bank's investment on capital will be abnonnally low (below the critical value). In this

event, even depositors without pressing liquidity needs request some cash to offset the low

return on capital. In this event too, all depositors experience a lower-than-nonnal return

on their deposits - an event I associate with a partial suspension of payments. Admittedly,

this does not capture all of the features that one would nonnally associate with a banking

crisis, it does appear to generate behavior that along some dimensions, at least, resembles

observed behavior in many crisis episodes. As in Allen and Gale (1998), given the existence

of liquidity and productivity shocks, banking crises are just part of an optimal risk sharing

scheme: it allows depositors to share liquidity risk in the face ofan unfavorable productivity

shock.

I then ask, within the context of this model, how the probability of a crisis (so defined)

is related to the conduct of monetary policy (inflation). The key thing to recognize here

is that the frequency with which the economy experiences 'good' or 'bad' news depends

on the frequency with which the ex post return to capital falls above or below the above-

4



mentioned critical value. This critical value serves as a sort of 'hurdle' that the return to

capital must exceed if the economy is to avoid an ex post allocation that I have associated

with a 'crisis' event. Holding fixed all other parameters (in particular, those governing

the realization of technology shocks), I find that higher inflation reduces the probability

of a crisis; in particular, it decreases the above-mentioned critical value. There are two

effects associated with a higher inflation or lower return on cash: a direct and an indirect

effect. The direct effect is that a decrease in the rate of return on money makes it more

likely that the return to capital will exceed it. The indirect effect is that a lower rate of

return on money induces a substitution in the bank's portfolio away from cash and into

capital, making it more likely now that the residual claimants (people that hold their bank

deposits for longer periods of time) will receive a higher payoff. As a result, depositors

without liquidity needs are more likely to prefer holding on to their bank deposits rather

than cashing out, which in tum, means a lower probability of crises. This captures the

downward part of the V-shaped relationship between banking crises and inflation.

To account for the whole V-shaped relationship between banking crises and inflation,

I follow Antinolfi, Landeo and Nikitin (2007) to introduce a third asset - a stable foreign

currency called 'dollars' - that can also provide insurance against liquidity and productivity

shocks.) With legal restriction on the domestic currency/capital ratio, the model is able to

generate the threshold effect of inflation on banking crises. In particular, when domestic

inflation is below a threshold, higher domestic money growth rate and inflation reduce the

likelihood of banking crises, with the reverse happening when domestic inflation is above

the threshold. The threshold is determined by the real rate of return of the foreign currency.

When domestic inflation is low, domestic currency dominates foreign currency in rate of

return. In this case, only domestic currency is used to insure against liquidity and produc

tivity shocks, generating behavior that was described earlier. When domestic inflation is

high, dollars dominate domestic currency in rate of return and are used to insure against

liquidity and productivity shocks along with the domestic currency. The legal restriction

on domestic currency/capital ratio binds, and dollars compete with domestic assets. In this

case, higher domestic inflation induces the bank to substitute away from domestic capital

and into dollars making it more likely now that the residual claimants will receive a lower

payoff. As a result, depositors without liquidity needs are less likely to prefer holding on

to their bank deposits rather than cashing out, which in tum, means a higher probability of

crises.

3Antinolfi, Landeo and Nikitin (2007) use a similar framework to explain the threshold effect of inflation
on capital investment and output.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic model in which only

domestic assets are available and investigates the effect of inflation on banking crises. Sec

tion 3 extends the basic model to include a stable foreign currency and re-investigates the

relationship between inflation and banking crises. Section 4 concludes.

1.2 The Basic Model

In this section, I study banking crises in a model with only domestic assets. I first describe

the physical environment and talk about the role of money and banking in such an envi

ronment. I then characterize banking crises and examine the effect of inflation on banking

cnses.

1.2.1 Physical Environment

The economy consists of overlapping generations people who live for two periods and

the initial old generation that lives for one period only. People inhabit on two locations,

which I refer to as 'islands'. At each date t = 1,2,3...00, a new generation is born on

each location consisting of continuum of ex ante identical young agents with unit mass.

For simplicity, assume that people care only for consumption when old (this renders the

saving decision trivial and allows me to focus on portfolio allocation). Each person is

subject to an idiosyncratic relocation shock that is realized at the end of the first period of

life. Let 0 < 1f < 1 denote the probability of being relocated (applying the law of large

numbers, this also represents the fraction of young agents who transit from one location to

the other - note that these flows are symmetric across locations). The expected utility of a

representative young agent is given by:

U = E [1fu(cm ) + (1 - 1f)u((;.)] ;

where Cm and Cn denote the consumption of movers and non-movers respectively, and

u(c) = In c.4 Note that I suppress time subscripts as I focus on stationary allocations.

Each young agent is endowed with y > 0 units of output. In addition, there is a stor

age technology where k units of investment (which must be made at the beginning of the

agent's first period of life) yields xk units of future output. Assume that x (an aggregate

4The conclusions of the paper continue to hold with CRRA utility function u(c) = c1
-

a /(1 - 0-), 0 <
0-<1.

6



shock determining the realized return on capital investment) follows an exogenous stochas

tic process with cumulative distribution function F(a) == Pr[x ~ a]. The distribution ofx

is i.i.d. over time. Assume further that x is realized when agents are young - at the same

time as the realization of their idiosyncratic relocation shock. Hence, x takes the form

of 'news' concerning the future return to contemporaneous capital expenditure.5 Finally,

assume that capital depreciates fully after it is used in production and that goods are not

transportable across locations.

Following Smith (2003), I also assume that private liabilities issued in one location

cannot be used in the other location. As in Arouba, Waller, and Wright (2006), one can

suppose, for example, that private liabilities can be costlessly counterfeited outside the

location in which they were issued.

Ifyoung agents (who are ex ante identical) cannot communicate with each other across

locations (assume that this is so), then the resulting allocation is essentially autarkic. That

is, young agents can do no better than invest their entire endowment and then hope for

the best (in particular, hope that they do not experience a relocation shock, and hope for a

high return on their capital investment). It is, however, possible for young agents to attain a

superior allocation if they have access to a public record-keeping technology or, absent this,

fiat money (with fiat money serving as an imperfect substitute for an absent record-keeping

technology; see Kocherlakota, 1998). I explain how in the following subsection.

1.2.2 Money and Banking

Let the initial old (in each location) be endowed with Mo units of fiat money and assume

that the government expands the supply of money at an exogenous (gross) rate z, so that

Mt = zMt- l . New money is used to finance government purchases of output.6 Fiat money

cannot be counterfeited and so (unlike private money) can be used on both islands. In this

environment then, fiat money will be valued for two reasons. First, as in Smith (2003), fiat

money can provide insurance against idiosyncratic relocation shocks (usefully interpreted

now as 'liquidity' shocks). Second, fiat money (offering more stable rate of return) can

function as 'precautionary balances' to insure agents against low realizations of return to

capital. These insurance properties of fiat money ensure that it can be valued even if it is

dominated in expected rate of return by capital investment (which is assumed to be the case

throughout the paper).

SRefer to Beaudry and Portier (2003) for a detailed discussion of 'news' shocks. For simplicity, I assume
that the 'news' contains accurate information about the future return on capital.

6Alternatively, one could assume that new money is distributed to agents as a lump-sum transfer.

7



As in Smith (2003), I view a 'bank' as a local coalition of young agents. The bank (in

each location) takes as a deposit y units of output from the young. Prior to the realization

of the 'news' shock, the bank must make a portfolio decision that allocates deposits across

'reserves' of fiat money (which it purchases from the old) and capital expenditure. In

return for their deposit, each young agent is issued a bank liability (private money) that is

made redeemable for fiat on demand. This redemption option is necessarily exercised by

those agents that experience the relocation shock. These agents take their fiat money to the

other location where they can use it in the next period to purchase output (from the new

generation bank that demands cash reserves). Those agents that do not move take their

bank money into the next period where it is then redeemed for the output that is produced

with the maturing capital project. Depending on the realization of the productivity shock,

however, even non-movers may find it optimal to redeem a part of their bank money for

cash.

With money and banking, the sequence of events involving generation t agents are

described by Figure 1:

Figure 1.1: Timeline

t+1

A. Young generation t agents are born;
B. Generation t bank is formed;
C. Bank makes portfolio decision (q,k);
D. Relocation shock is realized; 'news'

about x is received;
E. Movers withdraw cash;

F. Movers move;
G Bank's capital project matures;
H. Non-movers share return from the bank's asset;
1. Old generation t agents exchange money for output

with generation t+1 bank;
J. Old generation t agents consume.

Formally, the choice problem facing a local bank can be written as follows:

(PI)

subject to:

q+ k y;

7fCm (x) < R(x)q;

7fCm (x) + (1 - 7f)Cn (x) R(x)q + xk;

where q and k represent investment in real cash balances and capital respectively. In for

mulating the problem above, note that the portfolio choice cannot depend on x (as this

8



decision must be made prior to the arrival of news). Consumption allocations, on the other

hand, can be made conditional on the realized return to capital. R(x) denotes the (gross)

real return on fiat money (the inverse of inflation rate ,(x), which is potentially a function

of the productivity shock). The second constraint above asserts that the (locally) aggregate

level of future consumption for movers must be financed entirely out of bank reserves, the

return of which depends on realized inflation. The last constraint simply reflects a (local)

resource constraint.

At this stage, it is possible to deduce the equilibrium inflation rate (and the rate of

return on money). To do so, I exploit the fact that x follows an Ud. process and that I

am focussing on a stationary allocation (so that q remains constant over time). In this case,

market-clearing at every date t 2: 1 can be expressed as:

where Pt denotes the period price-level. It follows then that ,*(x) = z and R*(x) = liz.

In other words, the equilibrium inflation rate (and rate of return on money) depends only

on the rate of money expansion (and not on the realized technology shock).

Let me now characterize optimal behavior conditional on knowing that, in equilibrium,

it must be the case that R* (x) = 1Iz == R. The problem (P 1) can be solved recursively. To

do so, let me first take the portfolio decision (q, k) as given and assume that x is now known.

Conditional on this, the problem entails choosing an optimal allocation of consumption

across movers and non-movers; i.e.,

subject to:

max1fu(em) + (1- 1f)u(cn);
Cm,Cn

1fCm (x) < Rq;

1fem(x) + (1 - 1f)en(x) Rq + x(y - q).

(P2)

In the problem above, the first constraint is either slack or it is not. If the constraint

binds, then cm(x) = Rql1f and cn(x) = x(y - q)/(l-1f). That is, consumption for movers

is independent of x and depends only on the predetermined level of cash reserves (and the

rate of inflation). Consumption for non-movers, on the other hand, is an increasing function

of x (the realized return on their bank deposits). If, on the other hand, the first constraint

is slack, then it is a simple matter to establish that full consumption insurance is desirable;

9



i.e., en(x) = em(x) = c(x), with c(x) = Rq + x(y - q). Whether the first constraint binds

or not depends on the configuration of parameters (x, q, R). This result is summarized in

the following Lemma.

Lemma 1.1 For a given (q, R), there exists a w > a such that an optimal consumption

allocation satisfies:

em(x) cn(x) = c(x) = Rq + x(y - q) ifx < w(q, R);

cn(x) = x(y - q)/(l - 7f) and em(x) = Cm = Rq/7f ifx 2: w(q, R)

with w(q, R) = [(1 - 7f)/7f]Rq/(y - q).

The formal proof of Lemma 1.1 can be found in the Appendix. The intuition though is

relatively straightforward. Ex ante, depositors prefer to smooth their consumption across

states ofnature (Le., whether they experience the relocation shock or not). It is desirable to

smooth perfectly if the realized return on investment is low enough (Le., below the critical

value w). To take an extreme example, imagine that x = O. In this case, it is optimal

for both movers and non-movers to finance their consumption entirely out of cash. Since

depositors are ex ante identical, full insurance is desirable. On the other hand, imagine that

the realized return on capital investment is very high (above the critical value w). In this

case, consumption smoothing is still desirable, but is not feasible (remember that goods

cannot be transported across locations). The best the bank can do in this case is to let

movers have all of the cash (which earns a relatively low rate of return) and let non-movers

enjoy the high return on capital. Figure 2 displays this result in the form ofa diagram.

The critical value w depends positively on q and R. Higher q (and thus lower k) and R

imply higher return to depositors who redeem their bank money for cash and lower return

to depositors who choose to hold on to their bank deposits, inducing the latter to require a

higher return on capital to bridge the gap.

Let me now return to the problem (PI), given what we know about the nature of the

(conditional) solution in (P2). Formally, the choice problem may now be written as:

j W(q,R) 1
max u(c(x))dF(x) + [7fU(Cm ) + (1 - 7f)u(cn(x))]dF(x);

q w(q,R)

where c(x) = Rq + x(y - q), Cm = Rq/7f and en(x) = x(y - q)/(l - 7f). Differentiation

10



Figure 1.2: Solution to (P2)

C

X(y-q) / (l-7r)

Rq/7r /------~,..- - - - - - - --

Rq

--Cn(X)

- - cm(x)

o

with respect to q yields:?

w= [(1-7r)/7rjRq/(y-q) x

JW(R - x)u'(c(x))dF(x) +1[Ru'(cm ) - xu'(cn(x))]dF(x)

+{u(c(w)) - [1fU(Cm ) + (1-1f)u(en(w))]}j(w)8wj8q.

Since c(w) = em = cn(w) (see Figure 2), the term in the curly brackets equals zero, and

the solution ij(R) is characterized by:8

J'\R - x)u'(Rij +x(y - ij))dF(x) +L[Ru'(Rijj1f) - xu'(x(y - ij)j(l-1f))]dF(x) = 0;

(1)

where w(R) = w(ij(R), R) = [(1 - 1f)j1f]Rijj(y - ij).

Equation (1) says that the expected marginal benefit of an extra unit of investment in

cash for movers must be equal to the expected marginal benefit of an extra unit of invest

ment on capital for non-movers. With ij determined in this manner, the equilibrium level of

7 f(x) is the population density function corresponding to F(x).
8The assumption that limc_>ou'(c) = 00 implies that the demand for cash is positive (remember that

goods are non-tranportable and non-movers' consumption must be financed by cash). The assumption that
money is dominated in expected rate of return by capital guarantees a positive demand for capital investment.
To see this, let us look at the first-order derivative of bank's objective function with respect to real cash
balances q at q = y, which is given by J u'(Ry)(R - x)dF(x) = u'(Ry) J(R - x)dF(x) and is negative
given the assumptions that u l > 0 and money is dominated in expected rate of return by capital. The optimal
solution requires q < y, or k > O.
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capital spending is simply k = y - q, and the equilibrium level of government purchases

is given by 9 = (1 - R)q. The equilibrium consumption allocation may be expressed as

follows:

[1 -1(x, w)] [Rq + x(y - q)] + l(x, w)Rq/7f;

= [1 -1(x, w)] [Rq + x(y - q)] + l(x, w)x(y - q)/(l - 7f);

where l(b, c) = 1 if b 2': c and l(b, c) = 0 otherwise.

What happens in the equilibrium is that young agents deposit their entire endowment

with the bank and receive in return the bank's liability (bank money). The bank makes

investment decision to invest qon real money holdings, and k on capital. After the liquidity

shock is realized and the 'news' about future productivity arrives, movers go to the bank

to redeem their bank money in government cash and relocate, and non-movers hold on to

their bank deposits. At the end of each date, movers exchange cash for consumption goods,

and non-movers share the return on the bank's remaining assets. With money and banking,

agents are able to insure themselves against both types of risks (though not completely).

1.2.3 Banking Crises

In the equilibrium described above, when x is above wmovers are paid a fixed amount

Rq/7f and agents without liquidity needs do not want to hold cash. However, when x is

below w, movers are paid Rq + xk which is only a fraction of the payment when x is

above w; at the same time, non-movers desire to hold cash even in the absence of pressing

liquidity needs. I define such situations as banking crises, which happen with probability

F(W).9

In the real world, banking crises are relatively rare events, which means that F (w) is

usually a small number. Most ofthe time, the bank's capital earns a return that is above the

critical value W, only depositors with liquidity needs hold cash and in doing so, forgo the

higher yield on capital (their interest-bearing bank deposits). Depositors without liquidity

needs enjoy the high return of the bank's capital and do not demand cash. Occasionally,

however, depositors receive bad news that the return on the bank's capital will be abnor

mally low (below the critical value w). In this event, even depositors without pressing

liquidity need request to hold some cash to offset the low return on capital. At the same

9When there is a banking crisis (x < w), the severity of the crisis can be measured by the fraction of cash
requested by non-movers: [R(q + xk)(l - 1r) - xkJ/(Rq) = (1 - 1r)(1 - x/w).
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time, all depositors experience a lower-than-normal return on their deposits which look like

a partial suspension of payments. Admittedly, this does not capture all of the features that

one would normally associate with a banking crisis, it does appear to generate behavior

that along some dimensions, at least, resembles observed behavior in many crisis episodes.

The result is consistent with Rolnick and Weber's (1982) study on banking problems in the

free banking era, which concludes that most of the free banking problems were 'caused by

capital losses that banks suffered when market forces drastically pushed down the prices

of state bonds, a significant part of all free bank portfolios'. It is also consistent with the

empirical evidence that banking crises often occur during economic slow-downs. lO

Note that as in Allen and Gale (1998), banking crises are optimal because they allow

depositors to achieve complete risk sharing when the economy is hit by adverse productiv

ity shocks. Depositors know that their payoffs will depend on the realization of economic

fundamentals, and getting smaller-than-usual payment in case of an unfavorable produc

tivity shock is just part of the optimal contract. In the model economy, the bank does not

explicitly announce suspension ofpayments to depositors; it simply allocates resources ac

cording to the optimal contract which requires lower payment to depositors in case of weak

fundamentals.

Note also that the explanation about the cause of banking crises is different from the

aggregate liquidity risk models (including Champ, Smith and Williamson, 1996, Smith,

2003, and Loewy, 2003). In my model, banking crises arise when depositors receive neg

ative signals about the return on capital. According to the aggregate liquidity risk models,

banking crises occur due to exhaustion of bank reserves in response to high realizations

of aggregate liquidity needs. The policy implication is also different. The economy in

aggregate liquidity risk models faces a shock to money demand, and a discount window

policy that makes money supply contingent on the realization of the aggregate liquidity

shock will totally eliminate crises. In my model, since each young generation has the same

demand for liquidity (remember that there is no aggregate liquidity risk) and precaution

ary balances (remember that productivity shocks are i.i.d.across time), the demand for real

cash balances stays the same at each date. With a constant demand for real cash balances, a

similar discount window policy will only affect the price level, but will not eliminate crises.

IOPor example, see Gorton (1988) and Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache (1998, 2005).
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1.2.4 Effect of Inflation on Banking Crises

Vsing the above developed model, I am now ready to investigate the effect of inflation on

banking crises.

Lemma 1.2 The probability ofa crisis, F(w), is a decreasingfunction ofz.

Lemma 1.2 states that higher inflation reduces the probability of banking crises. Refer

to the appendix for the formal proof. The intuition is as follows. Given the distribution

of productivity shocks, the probability of banking crises is determined by the probability

of the ex post return to capital falling below the critical value (w). That is, the return to

capital must exceed a 'hurdle' if the economy is to avoid an ex post allocation that I have

associated with a 'crisis' event. A higher inflation or a lower rate of return to cash has an

direct and indirect effect on banking crises. The direct effect is that a decrease in the rate of

return on money makes it more likely that the return to capital will exceed it. The indirect

effect is that a lower rate of return on money induces the bank to substitute away from

cash and into capital, making it more likely that the residual claimants (people who hold

their bank deposits for longer periods of time, here the non-movers) will receive a higher

payoff. The two effects reinforce with each other making it more likely that non-movers

will choose to hold on to their bank deposits instead of cashing out, which in tum, reduces

the probability of crises.

The basic model described here predicts that lower inflation increases the likelihood of

banking crises, which captures the downward part of the V-shaped relationship between

inflation and banking crises, and is consistent with the observation in the Great Depression

and Japan's lost decade.

However, from Table 1, one can see that many banking crises are associated with high

or hyper inflation, which contradicts the model's prediction. The basic model's' failure' to

account for the positive relationship between inflation and probability of banking crises is

due to the simplifying assumption that only two assets - domestic fiat money and capital

- are available. In section 3, I extend the basic model by introducing a third asset; this

extended model features a V-shaped relationship between banking crises and inflation.
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1.3 Threshold Effect of Inflation on Banking Crises

Following Antinolfi, Landeo and Nikitin (2007), I now introduce a third asset into the basic

model. Like domestic fiat money, the third asset is also liquid and yields a stable real rate

of return. In this paper, I interpret it as a stable foreign currency named 'dollar'. Dollars

are in perfectly elastic supply and can be exchanged for goods at a fixed (real) rate. It

is assumed that only the bank has access to the foreign exchange market. II The (gross)

rate of return of dollars is fixed at Ro, and like the domestic currency, dollars are non

counterfeitable and can be used on both islands. The features of dollar enable it to perform

similar roles as domestic currency by providing insurance against liquidity and productivity

shocks. To ensure positive demand for domestic currency in all situations, I assume that

the government imposes a legal restriction that the bank must hold Ok (0 > 0) units of real

balances of domestic currency. 12 Let d be the real balances of dollars held by the bank. The

bank's problem is now described by (P3) as follows: 13

(P3)

subject to:

q+k+d y;

7rCm < Rq+ Rod;

7rCm + (1 - 7r)cn Rq+ Rod + xk;

Ok < q.

When R :::: Ro, domestic currency dominates dollars in rate of return so that d = O.

(P3) is equivalent to (PI) plus the legal restriction, which binds when R is below a threshold

value RL, with RL solving q(Rd/k(RL) = e. For simplicity, I assume that Ro > RL, i.e.,

when domestic currency offers a return of Ro or higher, the legal restriction does not bind,

lISince the bank maximizes the representative depositor's welfare, even if depositors have access to the
foreign exchange market themselves, they are willing to deposit their total endowment with the bank and let
the bank access the exchange market on their behalf. The assumption that only the bank has access to the
foreign exchange market does not change the optimal allocation that can be achieved (compared to the case
that only depositors have access to the foreign exchange market), but it does have the advantage of making
the identification of banking crises more straightforward.

12The assumption that reserve requirement is imposed only on domestic capital is motivated by the practice
that higher reserve requirement is imposed on domestic deposits than on foreign currency deposits.

13 Again, I concentrate on the stationary equilibrium where inflation rate and rate of return on domestic
money are dictated solely by the domestic money growth rate.
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and (P3) has the same solution as (Pl).14

When R < Ro, dollars offer higher rate return than domestic currency, the legal restric~

tion binds, and (P3) can be rewritten as: 15

(P4)

subject to:

(l+O)k+d y;

1rCm < ROk + Rod;

1rCm + (1- 1r)cn < ROk + Rod + xk.

One can solve (P4) (which is similar to (PI» recursively in two steps. The first step

takes as given the portfolio decision d (and k = (y - q)/(l + 0), q = Ok) and solves

payment/consumption schedules to maximize the expected utility ofa representative young

depositor. The second step determines the optimal portfolio taking into consideration the

optimal consumption schedules. As in the basic model, the solution to the problem in

the first step involves a threshold strategy. When x is below a critical value w(d, R), the

bank retains some of the cash (domestic and foreign currencies) for the non-movers and

all depositors get the same consumption. When x is higher than w(d, R), all of the cash

is paid to movers, and non-movers divide the output produced from the bank's capital and

enjoy higher consumption than movers. The critical value w(d, R) is derived by solving

the following equation for x :

R(y - d)O/(l + 0) + Rod x(y - d)/(l + 0)
1-1r

(2)

14There are three cases to consider ifl make the alternative assumption that Ro < RL . Case (i): R > R L .

In this case, d = 0 and the legal restriction does not bind so that (P3) is equivalent to (PI) ofthe basic model.
Case (ii): Ro < R < RL . In this case, d = 0 and the legal restriction binds. The bank's portfolio choice is
trivial; the bank invests By/(1 +B) on real cash balances and y/(l +B) on capital. The threshold value ofx is
given by (1 - rr )RB j-rr so that higher inflation (and thus lower rate of return on cash) reduces the probability
of crises, which is qualitatively the same as in case (i). Case (iii): R < Ro. In this case, d > 0 and the
legal restriction binds so that (P3) can be reformulated as (P4). The paper's conclusion is thus robust to the
alternative assumption that Ro < RL.

15To ensure postive demand for domestic assets, it is assumed that dollars are dominated in expected rate
of return by domestic assets:
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The left-hand-side and right-hand-side of the equation are the consumption by movers

and non-movers respectively when the bank gives all the cash to movers and uses only

output from capital to pay non-movers. The solution to equation (2) is:

1-1r( d)w(d, R) = -1r- BR + (1 + B)Ro y _ d .

In the second step, one solves the following problem:

jW(d,R) 1
max u(c(x))dF(x) + [1rU(Cm ) + (1 - 1r)U(c.n(x))] dF(x);

d w(d,R)

wherec(x) = BR(y-d)/(l+B)+Rod+x(y-d)/(l+B), em = [BR(y - d)/(l + B) + Rod] /1r,

cn(x) = [x(y - d)/(l + B)] /(1 - 1r), and w = [(1 - 1r)/1r] [BR + (1 + B)Rod/(y - d)].

Differentiation with respect to d yields:

jW [-BR/(l + B) + Ro- x/(l + B)]u'(c(x))dF(x)

+ j {[-BR/(l + B) + Ro]u'(cm ) - [x/(l + B)]u'(cn(x))} dF(w)
w

+[u(c(w)) - 1ru(em) - (1 - 1r)u(cn(w))]f(w)8w/8d.

Since c(w) = em = cn ( w), the last term equals zero, and the solution d(R) is characterized

by:

jW[_BR/(l + B) + Ro - x/(l + B)]u'(c(x))dF(x) (3)

+ j {[-BR/(l + B) + Ro]u'(em) - [x/(l + B)]u'(cn(x))} dF(x) = O.

w

With ddetermined, the equilibrium level ofcapital spending k is simply (y - d) / (1 + B),

and the equilibrium demand for real domestic currency balances ij is (y - d)B / (1 +B). The

probability of banking crises can be calculated as F(w), where l6

w= w(d(R), R) = [(1 - 1r)/n] [BR + (1 + B)Rod/(y - d)] .

16As in the basic model, in the case of a crisis, the severity of the crisis can be measured by (1 - 7T)(1 
x/ill).
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The equilibrium government spending is given by 9 = (1 - 1/z )q. The equilibrium con

sumption can be expressed as follows:

[1 - I(x, w)](Rq + Rod + xk) + I(x, w)(Rq + Flod)lrr;

[1 - I(x, w)](Rij + Flod + xk) + I(x, w)xk/(1 - 1f).

Proposition 1.1 When z ~ 1/Flo, higher inflation reduces the probability of banking

crises; when z > 1/Flo, higher inflation increases the probability ofbanking crises.

Refer to the Appendix for the proof. The intuition is as follows.

When domestic inflation is low (z ~ 1/Ro), agents use only domestic currency to

insure themselves against the two types of risks since it dominates dollars in rate of return.

As discussed in the basic model, higher inflation reduces the probability of banking crises.

When domestic inflation is high (z > 1/Flo), dollars dominate domestic currency in

rate of return and are used to insure against liquidity and productivity shocks along with

the domestic currency. The legal restriction on domestic currency/capital ratio binds, and

dollars compete with domestic assets (domestic currency plus capital are viewed as a bundle

when the legal restriction binds). As in the basic model, a banking crisis occurs when

depositors receive news that the future return to the bank's capital will be below the critical

value (w), and even those without liquidity needs demand to hold cash. Again, there are

direct and indirect effects associated with higher domestic inflation and lower return on

domestic currency. The direct effect is that lower return to domestic currency lowers the

return to cash (domestic plus foreign currency) increasing the probability that the rate of

return on capital exceeds it and thus reducing the probability of crises. The indirect effect

is that a lower rate of return on domestic currency (and thus domestic asset) induces a

substitution in the bank's portfolio away from domestic capital into dollars making it more

likely now that the residual claimants will receive a lower payoff. As a result, depositors

without liquidity needs are more likely to prefer cashing out instead of holding on to their

bank deposits, which in turn, means a higher probability of crises. In the model, the second

effect dominates so that higher inflation raises the probability of crises.

The extended model in this section thus captures the empirical observation that when

inflation in beyond a threshold, higher inflation is associated with higher probability of

banking crises.J7 I provide a numerical example below.

17As a by-product, the model offers an explanation about the 'twin crises' phenomenon; i.e., the tendency
for banking and currency crises to occur in tandem (refer to Kaminsky and Reinhart, 1999, and Glick and
Hutchison, 2001).
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Example. Let y = 1, 1f = 0.1, e = 1/9, Flo = 0.97 and x be distributed unifonnly

over the range [0.965,1.155]. Figure 3 graphs the demand for real balances of domestic

currency, capital investment, the demand for real dollar balances and the probability of

banking crises against the net domestic inflation rate.

Figure 1.3: Threshold Effect of Inflation on Banking Crises
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Finally, I would like to point out that adding dollars into aggregate liquidity risk mod

els (including Champ, Smith and Williamson, 1996, Smith, 2003, Loewy, 2003) will not

generate the V-shaped relationship between the probability of banking crises and inflation

that is supported by the data. When inflation is low, domestic currency dominates dollars

in rate of return and this corresponds to the basic model with only domestic assets. Lower

inflation causes the bank to hold more cash decreasing the probability of banking crises

(remember that in aggregate liquidity risk model, banking crises occur because of exhaus-
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tion of bank reserves in case of high liquidity needs). When inflation is high, domestic

currency is dominated in rate of return by dollars. Legal restriction binds, and domestic

currency and capital are bundled together as domestic asset. Higher inflation induces the

bank to hold more dollars reducing the probability of banking crises (higherdollar holding

means that the bank can meet higher liquidity needs). The aggregate liquidity risk models

will generate an inverted V-shaped relationship between the probability of banking crises

and inflation.

1.4 Conclusion

In this paper, I analyze the effect of inflation on banking crises in an overlapping genera

tions model in which money is valued for its insurance roles against liquidity and produc

tivity risks, and the banking sector acts as a mechanism through which depositors pool their

liquidity risk. The model's equilibrium is consistent with some key features ofactual bank

ing crises; namely, the partial suspension ofpayments and depositors demanding cash even

in the absence ofliquidity needs. According to the model, banking crises are due to adverse

information about the future return on the bank's capital, rather than exogenous fluctuations

in the demand for liquidity as in Champ, Smith and Williamson (1996), Smith (2003) and

Loewy (2003); this result is consistent with the empirical observation that banking crises

tend to occur during economic slow-downs.

The model is able to explain the V-shaped relationship between inflation and banking

crises. There are three assets: domestic currency, a stable foreign currency called dol

lars and domestic capital. Both currencies can be used to insure liquidity and productivity

shocks. There is legal restriction on the domestic currency/capital ratio. When domestic

inflation is low, domestic currency dominates foreign currency in rate of return and only

domestic currency is used to insure against liquidity and productivity shocks. Higher in

flation reduces the rate of return to domestic currency and induces the bank to invest more

on capital; this makes it more likely that the residual claimants prefer holding on to bank

deposits than cashing out and reduces the probability of banking crises. When domestic

inflation is high, domestic currency is dominated in rate of return by dollars, the legal re

striction binds and domestic currency and capital are viewed as a bundle. Higher inflation

reduces the return to domestic asset (currency plus capital) inducing the bank to invest more

on dollars and less on capital, which makes it less likely that the residual claimants prefer

keeping bank deposits instead ofcashing out and increases the likelihood ofbanking crises.
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The model in this paper can be extended in a number ofdirections. First, I have concen

trated on a class of simple monetary policies: fixed money growth to finance government

spending. It would be interesting to study more sophisticated monetary policies which

make money growth contingent on the realization of productivity shocks and to deduce the

welfare implications of such policies. The model is simplistic and the analysis in the paper

is qualitative in nature. Investigating the quantitative implications of a suitably developed

model should prove a useful endeavor.
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1.6 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1.1

The Lagrangian is £ = (1-7f)u ((Rq + xk - 7fem) /(1 - 7f)) +7fu(em) +A(Rq-7fcm).

The first-order condition with respect to Cm is given by: u' (cn ) = U' (em) + A.

There are two cases to be considered.

When A > 0, the constraint 7fem :::; Rq binds with equality, and I have Cm = Rq/7f,

Cn = x(y - q)/(1 - 7f), u'(cn) > u'(em) ~ Cn < Cm, and Rq/7f > x(y - q)/(1 - 7f), or

x < w.

When A = 0, the constraint 7fCm ::; Rq is slack, and I have 7fem < Rq, u'(en) = u'(em)

~ Cn = em = C= Rq + x(y - q), and Rq/7f > x(y - q)/(1 - 7f) or x > w.•

Proof of Lemma 1.2

I first show that 8q/8R > O. It then follows naturally from R == 1/z and the expression

for wthat w' (z) < 0 or that higher inflation reduces the probability of banking crises.

Let G(q, R) == fW[(R - x)u'(c(x))]dF(x) +1[Ru'(cm) - xu'(cn(x))] dF(x)

+[u(c(w)) - 7fU(Cm) - (1 - 7f)U(cn(w))]j(w)8w/8q;

where c(x) = Rq + x(y - q), em = Rq/7f, cn(x) = x(y - q)/(1 - 7f) and w = [(1 

7f)/7f]Rq/(y - q).

Differentiating G(q, R) with respect to q, one gets:

Gq = JW u"(c)(R - x)2dF(x) +1[u"(cm)R2/7f - u"(en)x2/(1 - 7f)]dF(x)

+{u'(c)(R - w) - [u'(en(w))( -w) + u'(cm)R]} f(w)8w/8q

+ [u'(c(w)) - u'(en(w))] (y - q)f(w) (8w/8q)2

+ [u(c(w)) - 7fU(Cm) - (1 - 7f)U(cn(W))] j'(w) (8w/8q)2

+ [u(c(w)) - 7fu(em) - (1 - 7f)U(cn(W))] f(w)82w/8q2.

Using c(w) = en(w) = em, I can simplify Gq as follows: Gq = JW (R-X)2U"(c)]dF(x)+

Jwlu"(em)R2/7f - u"(cn)x2/(1 - 7f)]dF(x) < O.
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Differentiating G (q, R) with respect to R, I get:

GR = JW [u"(c)(c - xy) + u'(c)] dF(x) +1[u"(em)em + u'(em)J dF(x)

+ {u'(c(w))(R - w) - [u'(cn(w))( -w) + u'(cm)R]} j(w)8w/8R

+ [u'(c(w)) - u'(cn(w))] (y - q)j(w) (8w/8q) (8w/8R)

+ [u(c(w)) - 1rU(Cm) - (1 - 1r)u(en(w))] J'(w) (8w/8q) (8w/8R)

+ [u(c(w)) - 1ru(em) - (1 - 1r)U(Cn(W))] j(w) (82w/8q8R)

JW [u"(c)(R - x)q + u'(c)] dF(x) +1[u"(cm)em + u'(cm)] dF(x)

= JW [u"(c)(c - xy) + u'(c)] dF(x) +1[u"(Cm)Cm + u'(em)] dF(x).

Since u(c) = inc has the property that u"(c)c = -u'(c), one can rewrite GR as: GR =
- JW u" (c)xydF(x) > O. It then follows that: 8fj/8R = -GR/Gq > O.•

Proof of Proposition 1.1

Refer to the proof of Lemma 1.2 for the case when R 2: Ro.

Here is the proof of the second part of the Proposition (when R < Ro).

Let H(d, R) = JW u' (c(x)) [-OR/(l + 0) + Ro - x/(l + O)]dF(x)

+1{u'(cm)[-OR/(l + 0) + RoJ - u'(cn(x))x/(l + O)}dF(x)

+[u(c(w)) - (1 - 1r)u(en(w)) - 1ru(em)JJ(w)8w/8d;

where c(x) = OR(y-d)/(1+0)+Rod+x(y-d)/(1+0), Cm = [OR(y - d)/(l + 0) + Rod] /1r,
en(x) = [x(y - d)/(l + 0)] /(1 - 1r), and w = [(1 - 1r)/1r] [OR + (1 + O)Rod/(y - d)].
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Differentiating H(d, R) with respect to d, I get:

Hd = JW u"(c) [-BR/(l + B) + Ro - x/(l + BWdF(x)

+L{u"(cn) [x/(l + 1))]2/(1 - n) + u"(Cm)[-BR/(l + B) + Rof /n} dF(x)

+{u' (c(w)) [-BR/(l + B) + Ro - w/(l + B)]

-[u'(cm)[-BR/(l + B) + Ro] - u'(cn(w))w/(l + B)]} f(w)8w/8d

+ [u'(c(w)) - u'(cn(w))] [(y - d)/(l + B)]j(w) (8w/8d)2

+ [u(c(w)) - nu(cm) - (1- n)u(cn(w))] j'(w) (8w/8d)2

+ [u(c(w)) - nu(Cm) - (1 - n)u(cn(w))] j(w)(82w/8d2
).

Using c(w) = c,,(w) = Cm, one can simplifY Hd as follows:

Hd = JW u"(c)[-BR/(l + B) + Ro - x/(l + BWdF(x)

+ L{u"(cn) [x/(l + B)]2 /(1 - n) + u"(cm)[-BR/(l + B) + RoF/n} dF(x) < O.

Differentiating H(d, R) with respect to R, one gets:

HR = JW u"(c)[-BR/(l + B) + Ro - x/(l + B)]B(y - d)/(l + B) + u'(c)[-B/(l + B)]dF(x)

+ i {u"(cm)[-BR/(l + B) + Ro]n-1[-Bd/(1 + B)] + u'(cm)(-B/(l + B))}dF(x)

+{u'(c(w)[-BR/(l + B) + Ro - w/(l + B)]

- [u'(c,,(w)) (-w/(l + B)) + u'(cm)(-BR/(l + B) + Ro)]}f(w)8w/8R

+ [l/c(w) - l/cn(w)] [(y - d)/(l + B)Jj(w) (8w/8d) (8w/8R)

+ [u(c(w)) - nu(cm) - (1- n)u(c,,(w))] j'(w)(8w/8d) (8w/8R)

+ [u(c(w)) - nu(cm) - (1 - n)u(c,,(w))] j(w) (82w/8d8R)

= [-B/(l + B)] {Jw [u"(c)(c - Roy) + u'(c)] dF(x)

+ i [u"(cm)(Cm - Roy/n) + u'(Cm)] dF(x)}.

Since u(c) = Inc has the property that u"(c)c = -u'(c), HR can be expressed: HR =

[B/(1 + B)]Roy [j~w U" (c)dF(x) + (1/1r) fw u"(cm)dF(x)] < O.
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Remember that w = [(1 - n)/n] [RB + Ro(l + B)d/(y - d)].

ow/oR = B(l - n)n-1{1 + B-1Ro(l + B)y/(y - d)20d/oR}

= B(l - n)n-1{1 - [B- 1Ro(l + B)yHR]/[(y - d)2 Hd ]}

= B(l - n)n-1 X

{ 1 - (Roy)2/(y - d)2 [jW u" (c)dF(x) + (l/n)1U"(Cm)dF(X)] / Hd }

= B(1-n)n-1(1-A/B);

where A == (Roy)2 [Jw u" (c)dF(x) + (l/n) Jw u"(em)dF(x)] , and B == (y - d)2 Hd .

B = jW u"(c)[-BR/(l + B) + Ro - x/(l + B)]2(y - d)2dF(x)

+1{u"(en) [x/(l + B)]2 /(1 - n) + u"(cm)[-BR/(l + B) + Ro]2n } (y - d)2dF(x)

jW u"(c)[c _ Roy]2dF(x) +1{-(1 - n) + u"(cm)[cm - Roy/n]2 /n} dF(x)

= - {Jw (l - RoY/C)2dF(x) + (1 -n)1dF(x) + 1(1 -Roy/n/cm]2dF(x) }

= -{1 - jW(2Roy/c)dF(x) - 1(2Roy/cm)dF(x)

+ jW(RoY/C)2dF(X) + (l/n)1(ROY/Cm)2dF(x)}

= - {1 - JW (2Roy/c)dF(x) - 1(2Roy/cm)dF(x) - A} = -1 +C+ A;

where C == J
W

(2Roy/c)dF(x) + Jw(2Roy/cm)dF(x).

From the first order condition H (d, R) = 0, one has:

JW u'(c)[RBk-Ro(l+B)k+xk]dF(x)+Jw {u'(cn)(xk) + u'(cm)[RBk - Ro(l + B)k]} dF(x) =
o·,

or JW u'(c)(c - Roy)dF(x) + Jw [(1 - n) + nu'(cm)(cm - Roy/k)] dF(x) = 0;

or JW u'(c)(Roy)dF(x) + Jw [u'(em) (Roy)] dF(x) = 1;

or C = 2.

Now one has: ow/oR = [B(l - n)/n] /(A + 1). Remember that B = -1 + C + A <
o~ 1 + A < O. It then follows that ow/oR < 0.•
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Chapter 2

Learning and Experimental Evidence in

the Diamond and Dybvig Model of Bank

Runs!

This paper studies bank runs in the laboratory that mimics the Diamond andDybvig (1983)

environment in which depositors playa repeated coordination game. We find that whether

bank runs can occur as a result ofpure coordination failures, but only when coordination is

difficult. The difficulty in coordination is measured by the percentage ofdepositors required

to leave money in the bank until assets mature; so that in this manner, a better payoff is

achieved rather than withdrawing early. We introduce imitation-based learning algorithm

modifiedfrom Temzelides (1997) into the same environment, andfind that the simulation

results are largely consistent with the behavior observed in the laboratory.

2.1 Introduction

One important function of a bank is to pool depositors' resources and invest on profitable

(illiquid) long-term assets. At the same time, the bank keep cash reserves (or other liquid

assets) and issue interest-bearing demand deposits to meet depositors' liquidity needs. Dur

ing the process, the bank improves social welfare by providing a type of insurance which

allows depositors with liquidity needs to earn interest on their deposits and share the high

lThis chapter is based on a work coauthored with Jasmina Arifovic and Yiping xu. I appreciate the
comments and suggestions from participants at the 2007 CEA Meeting, the 2007 ESA Asia Pacific Meeting,
and the 2007 ESA North American Meeting.
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proceeds from long-term investment.

An unappealing feature of the demand deposit contract is that it is associated with mul

tiple self-fulfilling equilibria, and opens the gate to bank runs in which a large number

of depositors 'run' to the bank to withdraw money even in the absence of liquidity needs.

Whether the optimal risk sharing can be achieved hinges critically on the depositor's expec

tations about other depositors' actions. In the 'good' equilibrium, only those with liquidity

needs (impatient consumers) withdraw early, earning return higher than what liquidating

the long-term asset entitles them. Those who do not need liquidity (patient consumers),

expecting other patient consumers to do the same, wait until the long-term asset matures,

earning return lower than the rate of return ofthe long-term asset (but higher than the return

for impatient consumers). At this equilibrium, optimal risk sharing is achieved by a trans

fer of consumption from patient consumers to impatient consumers which improves the ex

ante welfare of depositors. In the 'bad' equilibrium, however, expecting other patient con

sumers to do the same, every patient consumer 'runs' to the bank to withdraw money, and

the bank is forced to liquidate its profitable long-term investment at fire sale prices to honor

the demand deposit contract. In this case, profitable long-term projects are interrupted, risk

sharing is destroyed, and the allocation is even worse than that in the autarky where the

bank does not exist.

The critical question is then what determines depositors' expectations. The existing

theoretical literature can be broadly classified into two categories. The first view is that the

coordination device that determines depositors expectations and actions is some extrane

ous variables unrelated fundamental (the rate ofretum on the bank's long-term assets) often

called 'sunspots'. This view was initially formalized by Diamond and Dybvig (1983), and

substantiated later by Waldo (1985), Loewy (1991), Cooper and Ross (1998), and Peck and

Shell (2003). An alternative view is that bank runs occur only when depositors receive un

favorable (noisy) signals about economic fundamentals. In Chari and Jagannathan (1988),

there is aggregate liquidity risk so that the fraction of impatient depositors is uncertain. At

the same time, some patient agents receive information on the payoffs to the risky long

term asset, and will withdraw early upon observing poor fundamentals. Bank runs occur

when uninformed patient agents misinterpret liquidity withdrawal shocks as withdrawals

caused by pessimistic information about bank assets.2 In Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988),

some patient agents receive a signal which they use to update their prior assessment of the

return of long-term investment. Runs are caused by rational revisions in beliefs about the

20ther papers attributing bank runs to aggregate liquidity risk include Champ, Smith and Williamson
(1996), Smith (2003), Loewy (2003), and Gomis-Porqueras and Smith (2006).
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bank's portfolio performance. Morris and Shin (2000), and Goldstein and Pauzner (2005)

develop a global game theory of bank runs, and demonstrate that allowing agents to have a

small amount of idiosyncratic uncertainty about fundamentals pinpoints a unique equilib

rium in which depositors initiate a run on the bank while receiving unfavorable information

about the fundamentals. 3

Empirical works offer mixed evidence about the competing theories of bank runs. For

example, Gorton (1988), Allen and Gale (1998) and Schumacher (2000) show that bank

runs have historically been strongly correlated with deteriorating economic fundamentals.

In contrast, Boyd, Gomis, Kwack and Smith (2001) conclude that banking crises may often

be the outcome of bad realizations of sunspot equilibria.

In this paper, we take a different route to investigate the formation and evolution of

agents' beliefs and actions in the laboratory mimicking the Diamond and Dybvig (1983)

environment. The paper offers a thorough experimental investigation about whether bank

runs can occur as the result of pure coordination failures in this type of environment, and

if yes, under what conditions and what factors affect the severity of bank runs. To do that,

we enroll human subjects to playa repeated one-shot 10 x 2 (there are 10 players and 2

possible actions: withdrawing early or late) game as described in Diamond and Dybvig

(1983). The main result is that bank runs can occur as a result ofpure coordination failures,

but only when coordination is difficult. The difficulty in coordination is measured by the

percentage of depositors required to leave money in the bank until assets mature; so that in

this manner, a better payoff is achieved rather than withdrawing early. We also find that,

when around 70% of patient depositors are required, the experimental economies perform

very differently across different sessions. We compare the experimental results and the

simulation results from a learning algorithm modified from Temzelides (1997), and find

that learning offers a good approximation to the observed lab behavior.

To the best ofour knowledge, so far there exist four experimental studies on bank runs 

Schotter and Yorulmazer (2005), Garratt and Keister (2006), Madies (2006), and Klos and

Strater (2007). In Schotter and Yorulmazer (2005), bank runs always occur, and the main

goal is to study the factors that affect the speed of withdrawals. Garrat and Keister (2006)

do two treatments (with different liquidation costs) with the basic Diamond and Dybvig

(1983) model and find that in both cases the experimental economies stay close to the

non-run equilibrium. They then tum to extensions of the basic model by adding aggregate

30ther papers that attribute bank runs to the deterioration in the quality of the bank's assets include Alonso
(1996), Allen and Gale (1998), Loewy (1998), Jiang (2007), Chen (1999), Yorulmazer (2003) and Gu (2007).
The last three papers model bank runs in sequential games.
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liquidity risk and studying a sequential game. Madies (2006) studies the basic Diamond and

Dybvig (1983) model with two difficulty levels of coordination and two payoff differentials

between the two equilibria. He finds that full bank runs with all depositors withdrawing

early are rare and partial runs are persistent and difficult to prevent. Klos and Strater (2007)

study the Goldstein and Pauzner (2005) model in the laboratory. In our paper, we will study

the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model with various difficulty levels of coordination and

investigate in more detail how they affect the extent of bank runs.

The paper also offers new insight into the experimental literature on coordination games

featuring multiple Nash equilibria that can be Pareto ranked, by looking at how the diffi

culty level of coordination (measured by the percentage of people required to take the

'good' action so that the 'good' action offers better payoff than the 'bad' action) affects

the result of coordination games. Battalio, Samuelson and Van Huyck (1990, 1991) study

N x 7 games in the laboratory and find that which equilibrium the economy converges

to is affected by the number of players - it converges to the payoff dominant equilibrium

when there are two players and converges to the minimax equilibrium when there are many

players.4 Battalio, Samuelson and Van Huyck (2001) experiment with 2 x 2 coordination

games and find that the economy is more likely to converge to the payoff dominant equi

librium with higher payoff differentials. 5 Cabrales, Nagel and Armenter (2003, working

paper) get similar results. Heinemann, Nagel and Ockenfels (2004) study a N x 2 coor

dination game based on the currency speculative attack model by Morris and Shin (1998)

to test the predictions of the global game theory. They compare results with common and

private information about random fundamentals, and find that there is not much difference

between the two. In an environment featuring changing fundamentals, subjects learn to use

the threshold strategy overtime.6 In our experiment, we fix the value of the fundamental

for some time, which we think is more fitted to study pure coordination games.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section one outlines the Diamond and Dybvig (1983)

model, section two describes the experimental procedure and presents the experimental

results, section three describes the learning algorithm and compares the simulation results

to the experimental results, and section four concludes and points out directions for future

research.

4The group size for 'many players' ranges from 14 from 16 and each game is run played for 10 rounds.
5Battalio, Samuelson and Van Huyck (2001) run three games all featuring two Nash equilibria: the payoff

dominant equilibrium and the risk dominant equilibrium. The games are played by 8 subjects with random
matching, and each game is played for 75 rounds.

6Each session of the game consists of 8 rounds where 15 subjects playa coordination game. In each
round of the experiment, subjects are presented 10 scenarios corresponding to 10 values of the fundamental
randomely drawn from a known distribution, and asked to choose to attack or not attack for each scenario.
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2.2 The Model

Here we give a brief discussion of the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model.

There are three dates (indexed by 0,1,2) and a single homogeneous good. There are M

ex ante identical agents in the economy. At date 0 (planning period), each agent is endowed

with 1 unit of good and faces a preference/liquidity shock that detennines their types. Liq

uidity shocks are realized at the beginning of date 1. N of the agents will be patient agents

and are indifferent between consumption in period 1 and 2; M - N agents will be impa

tient agents and care about only first period consumption. Realization of liquidity shocks

is private infonnation.

Preferences are described by the state-dependent utility function:

if impatient;

if patient;

where u" < 0 < u' , limc--->oo u'(c) = 0 and limc--->o u'(c) = 00. Also, assume that the

relative risk aversion coefficient -cu"(c)ju'(c) > 1 everywhere.

There is a productive technology that transfers 1 unit of date 0 output into 1 unit ofdate

1 output or R > 1 units of date 2 output.

In this environment, the social planner's problem is as follows:

subject to:

( N) NC2
1- M Cl + M R = 1

The solution is 1 < c~ < c2< R.

A bank, by offering demand deposit contracts, can support the optimal risk-sharing

allocation. The contract requires agents to deposit their endowment with the bank at date

O. In return, agents receive a bank security which can be used to demand consumption at

either date 1 or 2. The bank promises to pay r > 1 to agents who demand consumption at

date 1. If the bank does not have enough money to fulfill its promise, it divides the available

resource evenly among depositors who demand consumption.
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The deposit contract can thus be described by:

where Cl and C2 are the payoffs to early and late withdrawers respectively, and z is the

number of depositors who choose to withdraw late.

There are two symmetric Nash equilibria with the demand deposit contract. One is the

non-run equilibrium, which occurs when each impatient agent withdraws at date 1, while

each patient agent anticipates all other patient agents will withdraw at date 2, and thus also

waits until date 2. At this equilibrium, the optimal risk sharing allocation is achieved if

r is set to c~. There is also another equilibrium (the run equilibrium) when each patient

agent assumes all other patient agents withdraw at date 1, and thus also finds it optimal

to withdraw at date 1. In this case, all consumers end up with 1 unit of consumption.

The expectation or belief of the depositors thus plays a critical role in determining the

equilibrium outcome.

2.3 Experimental Evidence

To carry out the experiments, we create in the laboratory an environment similar to the set

tings in the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model. Our main purpose is to examine whether

banks runs can be the result ofpure coordination failures, and ifyes, under what conditions

and what factors affect the severity of runs. Our hypothesis is that patient agents' expecta

tions and actions will depend on how difficult the coordination task is. We can determine

the difficulty level of the coordination task by asking the question: what fraction of the

depositors have to coordinate to withdraw late so that the rate ofretum ofwithdrawing late

is larger than that of withdrawing early? We call this fraction the coordination parameter

and denote it by 'TJ. 'TJ is solved in two steps:

(i) Solve for the z that equates the payoffs to early and late withdrawers:

M - (M - z)r
r= R

z
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Table 2.1: Parameters in the Experiments
Situation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

r 1.43 1.05 1.11 1.18 1.33 1.54 1.67 1.82

'f} 0.60 0.10 0.20 0.31 0.50 0.70 0.80 0.90

Period (Session 1 & 2) -9-0 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70

I Period (Session 3 & 4) -9-0 61-70 51-60 41-50 31-40 21-30 11-20 1-10

and denote it by z·. We have
• MR(r -1)z = -------'------'-

r(R - 1) ,

(ii) Divide z* by N to get 'f} :

z· R(r-1)M
'f}=-= -

N r(R-l) N'

For the experiments, we set M = N = 10, R = 2 and try 8 different values of'f} (or

equivalently, r).

The experiments are programmed and conducted in computer labs with the software

z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007). In each session, 10 subjects (enrolled from graduate and fourth

year undergraduate economics classes) are each assigned a computer terminal through

which they can input their decisions. Instructions are handed out at the beginning of the

experiment.7 Subjects are given plenty of time to read the instructions and ask questions.

No communication between subjects is allowed during the experiments.

Each session of experiment consists of 8 situations (each characterized by a different

value ofr or 'f}), each of which lasts for 10 periods. Every subject starts each period with

1 unit of experimental dollar (ED) in the bank, and makes decision to withdraw or leave

money in the bank. To facilitate decision making, we provide subjects with payoff tables

(for each situation) which list the payoff that the individual will get if he/she chooses to

withdraw early or leave money in the bank. if n = 1 "'" 9 of the other 9 subjects choose

to withdraw early. The aim is to liberate the subjects from calculation and concentrate on

forming beliefs and playing the coordination game. After all subjects make their withdraw

ing decisions, the total number of withdrawers and payoff for each subject are calculated

as specified in Section 2. Each subject is presented the history of his/her own actions, pay

offs, and cumulative payoffs for the current and all previous periods (measured in EDs).

Subjects are reminded with a salient message on the computer screen when r is changed so

7Refer to Appendix I for the experimental instructions,
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Table 2.2: Experimental Statistics

Tf J.LUIBEI J.LSFUI aUIBEl aSFUl J.LUIBE2 J.LSFU2 aUIBE2 aSFU2

0.1 10.0 9.8 0.0000 0.4000 10.0 10.0 0.0000 0.0000

0.2 9.7 9.7 0.4538 0.4583 9.9 9.9 0.3000 0.3000

0.3 9.9 9.7 0.3000 0.4583 9.7 9.1 0.6403 0.3000

0.5 9.3 9.6 0.6403 0.4899 7.2 8.9 1.2490 0.3000

0.7 7.5 7.5 0.8062 2.5475 0.4 7.6 0.4899 0.9165

0.8 1.2 1.2 0.9798 1.l358 0.5 1.3 0.5000 0.7810

0.9 0.2 0.2 0.4000 0.4000 0.6 2.1 0.4899 0.9434

that they will refer to the correct payoff table.

The first 10 periods are for trial, so that the subjects can get familiar with their task.

After the trial, we give subjects time to ask more questions. When there are no more

questions, we start the fonnal experiment. Subjects are paid only for the fonnal experiment.

After the experiment, the total payoff that each subject earns is converted into cash. The

conversion rate at SFU is 1 ED = 0.2 CAD, and UIBE is 1 ED = 0.8 RMB.

We have run four sessions of experiments so far: two with increasing order ofthe coor

dination parameter Tf, two with decreasing order of Tf. For each ordering, one session was

run at Simon Fraser University (SFU), and one at the University ofInternational Business

and Economics (UIBE). Table 2 lists the mean and standard deviation ofthe number oflate

withdrawals. Figure 1 plots the path of the number oflate withdrawals.

Figure 2.1: Experimental Results
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We make the following observations about the results.

1. There is more coordination when the coordination task is easier. Note the downward

trend in the two experiments (left panel) with increasing TJ and the upward trend in

the two experiments (right panel) with decreasing TJ.

2. When the coordination task is easy (when TJ is equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5), the

economy converges to the non-run equilibrium; when the coordination task is diffi

cult (when TJ is 0.8 and 0.9), the economy converges to the run equilibrium.

3. When TJ = 0.7, the experimental results are very different across the four sessions.

UIBE1 starts with 6 coordinations, and goes up to 8 and back to 7 and 6. SFU1

starts from 8 and goes down to 0, 1, 2. UIBE2 starts from 1 (which might be due to

the bad coordination history in the first 20 rounds) and gets stuck at 1 or 2. SFU2

starts with 5 and goes up to 8. It looks like that TJ = 0.7 serves as a watershed

for coordination. When TJ < 0.7, most subjects perceive that it is pretty easy to

coordinate and choose to leave money with the bank. When TJ > 0.7, most subjects

perceive that coordination is difficult and choose to withdraw early. When TJ = 0.7,

the consensus breaks down and a lot of things can happen.

2.4 Learning

Learning has been introduced into many rational expectation models with multiple equilib

ria as an equilibrium selecting mechanism, and has greatly contributed to the understanding

of the models (refer to Arifovic, 2000 for a survey of the applications of evolutionary algo

rithms in macroeconomic models). Temzelides (1997) introduces imitation-based learning

into a repeated version of the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model in which depositors play

myopic best responses following the action that has performed better in last period (im

itation), and experiment with a small exogenous probability to play the two actions with

equal probability. Temzelides (1997) shows that when the probability of experimentation

approaches zero, the economy stays at the non-run equilibrium with probability one if and

only if withdrawing late is risk dominant, or when less than 1/2 of patient depositors are

required to withdraw late so that withdrawing late offers higher return than withdrawing

early, or when TJ < 1/2.

We modifY the learning algorithm specified in Temzelides (1997) by introducing 'di

rected' experimentation. First, we allow the experimentation rate 6 E [0,1] to be a func-
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tion of the coordination parameter TJ, and 5(TJ) has the properties 5(0) = 5(1) = 0 and

a25I OTJ2 < O. I.e., agents do not experiment if withdrawing early or late is the dominant

strategy irrespective ofthe actions by other agents, and the probability ofexperimentation is

higher for intermediate values ofTJ. Second, instead ofmodelling agents as playing the two

actions with equal probability during experimentation, we allow the probability ofplaying

each action to be a function of the coordination parameter TJ and the number of late with

drawals in the previous period LI' Let e(TJ, LI) E [0,1] be the probability of withdrawing

early during experimentation. We assume that e(O, Ld = 0, e(l, 0) = 1, aeIOTJ > 0, and

aeIaLl < O. I.e., agents always withdraw late when TJ = 0, always withdraw early when

TJ = 1 and everybody has withdrawn early in the previous period, and the probability of

withdrawing early increases with the difficult level of the coordination task and the fraction

of early withdrawers in the previous period.

2.4.1 Simulations

In this subsection, we present some simulation results from the learning algorithm.

We adopt the following functional forms for 5(TJ) and e(TJ, Ld:

5(TJ)

where Po, PI E (0,1), and P2' P3 ~ 1. For the simulations, we use Po = 0.4, PI = 0.7,

P2 = 3, and P3 = 2. Figure 2 plots 5(TJ) and e(TJ, LI)'

We use the parameter values as outlined in Table 1 and try 9 situations characterized

by 9 TJ values from 0.1 to 0.9 with step 0.1. For each situation, we try 11 different starts

by varying Zl from 0 to 10, and 10 different seeds to generate random numbers. Each

simulation is run for 100 periods.

The main findings are as follows (refer to Table 3 and the simulation figures in Appen

dix III).

1. The initial condition (represented by Zl) affects the performance of the economy.

There is on average more coordination (higher average value of z) with more opti

mistic start (higher Zl).

2. The difficulty level of the coordination task affects the performance of the economy.
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Figure 2.2: Learning Specification
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(a) There is on average more coordination (higher average value of z) when the

coordination task is easier (lower 'T/).

(b) The economy tends to converge to either the 'bad' or 'good' coordination state,

and which state the economy converges to depends on 'T/ as follows. For 'T/ =

0.1 rv 0.6, if the economy has an optimistic start and everyone thinks that

withdrawing late will get higher payoff, and thus Zl = N = 10, the pattern will

persist into the future. If the economy has a pessimistic start with Zl = 0, it

will reverse to the non-run equilibrium. The smaller the value of'T/, the closer

the economy sticks to the non-run state. For 'T/ = 0.8 rv 0.9, a pessimistic

start will sustain itself, while an optimistic start will be reversed. By the end,

the economy stays in the neighborhood of the run equilibrium. The higher the

value of'T/, the closer the economy stays to the run equilibrium. For'T/ = 0.7,

very different things can happen. Pessimism or optimism might persist or be

reversed. Refer to the Appendix III for the simulation figures.
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Table 2.3: Average Number of Late Withdrawals
Zl 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

'f}

0.1 9.808 9.910 9.920 9.930 9.940 9.950 9.960 9.970 9.980 9.990 10.000
0.2 9.777 9.787 9.914 9.924 9.934 9.944 9.954 9.964 9.974 9.984 9.994
0.3 9.702 9.712 9.722 9.884 9.884 9.904 9.914 9.924 9.934 9.944 9.954
0.4 9.651 9.661 9.671 9.681 9.681 9.840 9.850 9.860 9.870 9.881 9.891
0.5 9.383 9.393 9.404 9.416 9.416 9.705 9.716 9.726 9.736 9.747 9.757
0.6 8.423 8.433 8.443 8.453 8.453 8.474 9.490 9.510 9.522 9.532 9.543
0.7 5.582 5.592 5.602 5.612 5.612 5.636 5.646 8.671 8.681 8.691 8.701
0.8 2.155 2.166 2.176 2.187 2.187 2.208 2.218 2.228 2.795 2.806 2.819
0.9 1.122 1.134 1.144 1.159 1.159 1.183 1.194 1.204 1.216 1.402 1.412
Note: the average is taken over 10 random number generatmg seeds.

2.4.2 Comparison with the Experimental Results

An comparison between the learning simulations and the experimental results shows that

the learning algorithm constitutes a reasonable approximation to the experimental results.

For example, the level of coordination is higher when the coordination task is easier. The

economy tends to converge to the run equilibrium when the coordination task is more dif

ficult and to the non-run equilibrium when the coordination task is easy. When 'f} = 0.7,

different things can happen. Comparing with the learning algorithm in Temzelides (1997),

the learning algorithm with 'directed' experimentation captures the experimental data bet

ter. For example, 'directed' experimentation correctly captures 0.7 as the cut-off point.

2.5 Conclusion and Future Research

Experiments with human subjects show that bank runs can happen as the result of pure

coordination failures, but only when the coordination task is hard. For intermediate values

of the coordination parameter, the performance of the economy is hard to predict. We also

find that the simulations from the learning algorithm can closely replicate the experimental

results and thus conclude that the learning consists of a reasonable explanation about the

behavior ofhuman subjects in the laboratory.

In the near future, we will run more experiments with the basic Diamond and Dybvig

(1983) setting. The case with 'f} = 0.7 needs further investigation. It would be interesting

to see if 'sunspots' can playa role in determining which equilibrium will be selected in

that case. After that, we will carry out some experiments to examine the effectiveness of
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different policies to prevent bank runs such as the suspension of payments and deposit in

surance. Finally, we will add a 'sunspot' ingredient to the case with 7] = 0.7 and check if

subjects will respond to variables unrelated to fundamentals. Duffy and Fisher (2005) pro

vide the first direct evidence of sunspots in the laboratory. They use a very simple market

design with two different demand and supply curves that intersect near two prices. Sub

jects' marginal costs and valuations depend upon the end-of-period median price, which is

determined solely by subjects' actions during the trading period. Duffy and Fisher (2005)

purposefully make the two equilibria not Pareto comparable because they suspect that if

one were Pareto dominant, subjects might coordinate on it as a focal point for their ex

pectations. They show that when information is highly centralized, as in a call market,

subjects use realizations of a sunspot variable as a device for coordinating on low or high

price equilibria. In the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model, the non-run equilibrium is al

ways the Pareto dominant equilibrium. Our experiments with the model show that when

7] = 0.7, subjects lose consensus whether to withdraw early or late, and there is a possibil

ity that they will rely on sunspots to coordinate their actions. We plan to follow Duffy and

Fisher (2005) to introduce a sunspot variable. After several trial periods, an announcement

will be made at the beginning of each of the formal periods. The announcement will be

either 'the forecast is that many people will withdraw early' or 'the forecast is that only a

small number ofpeople will withdraw early.' This forecast will be determined by flipping a

coin. Subjects will be told that the forecasts based on the coin flips may be wrong and their

payoffs are determined solely by their actions in that period. This research is designed to

provide experimental evidence for sunspot behavior in games with multiple equilibria that

can be Pareto-ranked.
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2.7 Appendix I: Experimental Instructions

The instructions are designed for experiments featuring an increasing order of the coordi

nation parameter.

This experiment has been designed to study decision-making behavior in groups. Dur

ing today's session, you will earn income in an experimental currency called experimental

dollars or for short ED. At the end of the session, the currency will be converted into

dollars. 1 ED corresponds to 0.2 dollar. You will be paid in cash. The participants may

earn different amounts of money in this experiments because each participant's earnings

are based partly on hislher decisions and partly on the decisions of the other group mem

bers. If you follow the instructions carefully and make good decisions, you may earn a

considerable amount of money. Therefore, it is important that you do your best.

Please read these instructions very carefully. You will be required to complete a quiz,

in order to demonstrate that you have a complete and accurate understanding of these in

structions. After you have completed the quiz, the administrator will check your answers

and discuss with you any questions that have been answered incorrectly.

Description of the task

You and 9 other people (there are 10 of you altogether) have 1 ED deposited in an

experimental bank. You must decide whether to withdraw your 1 ED or leave it deposited

in the bank. The bank promises to pay 'r > 1 EDs to each withdrawer. The money that

remains in the bank will earn interest rate R > 'r. At the end, the bank will divide what it

has evenly among people who choose to leave money in the bank. Note that if too many

people desire to withdraw, the bank may not be able to fulfill the promise to pay 'r to each

withdrawer(remember that 'r > 1). In that case, the bank will divide the 10 EDs evenly

among the withdrawers and those who choose to wait will get nothing.

Your payoffs depend on your own decision and the decisions of the other 9 people in

the group. Specifically, how much you receive if you make a withdrawal request or how

much you earn by leaving your money deposited depends on how many people in the group

place withdrawing requests.

Let e be the number of people who request withdrawals.

The payoff(in ED) to those who withdraw will be:

min{'r, ~O} or the minimum of'r and leO.
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The payoff (in ED) to those who leave money in the bank will be:

max{O 10-er R} or the maximum of 0 and lO-er R.
, lO-e lO-e

In the experiment, R will be fixed at 2.0. r will take 8 values 1.43, 1.05, 1.11, 1.18, 1.33,

1.54, 1.67 and 1.82. To facilitate your decision, the payoff tables 0 rv 7 list the payoffs if n

of the other 9 subjects request to withdraw (n is unknown at the time when you make the

withdrawing decision - it can be any integer from 1 to 9 - and you have to guess it) for the

8 situations. Table 0 will be used for practice, and table 1 rv 7 will be used for the formal

experiment. Let's look at two examples:

Example 1. Use table 0 where r = 1.43. Suppose that 3 other subjects request with

drawals. Your payoff will be 1.43 if you request to withdraw (the number of withdrawing

requests e will be 3 + 1 = 4, and your payoff = min{r = 1.43, leO = ¥ = 2.5} = 1.43). If

you choose to leave money in the bank, your payoff will be 1.63 (the number of withdraw

ing requests e = 3, and your payoff = max{O, 11
0
0-=-e; R = 1O~~~~.43 2.0 = 1. 63} = 1.63).

Example 2. Use table 7 where r = 1.82. Suppose that 6 of other subjects request

withdrawals. Your payoff for withdrawing will be min{1.82, leO = 170 = 1. 43} = 1.43 and

your payoff for leaving money in the bank will be max{O, 1O~g:~.822.0 = -0.46 } = O.

Now let's take a closer look at the tables. Notice the following features of tables:

• The payoff to withdrawing is more stable, it is fixed at r for most of the time and is

bounded below by 1.

• The payoff to leaving money in the bank is more volatile. When n - the number

of other people requesting withdrawals - is small, leaving money in the bank offers

higher payoff than withdrawing. The opposite happens when n is large enough. For

your convenience, bold face is used to identify the threshold value of n at which

withdrawing starts to pay equal to or higher than leaving money in the bank.

• The threshold values of n varies from table to table. The general pattern is that it is

smaller when r is bigger.

Note you are not allowed to ask people what they will do and you will not be informed

about the other people's decisions. You must guess what other people will do - how many

of the other 9 people will withdraw - and act accordingly.

Procedure
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You will perform the task described above for 70 times. Each time is called a period.

Each period is completely separate. I.e., you start each period with 1 in the experimental

bank. You will keep the money you earn in every period. At the end of each round, the

computer screen will show you your decision and payment for that period. Information for

earlier periods and your cumulative payment is also provided.

Note that the payment scheme changes every 10 periods, so please use the correct

payoff table:

Table 1 for period 1-10,

Table 2 for period 11-20,

Table 3 for period 21-30,

Table 4 for period 31-40,

Table 5 for period 41-50,

Table 6 for period 51-60, and

Table 7 for period 61-70.

You will be reminded when you need to change to a new table, pay attention to the

message.

Beside the 70 paid periods, you will also be given 10 trials to practice and get familiar

with your task. You will not be paid for the trials. Please use table 0 for the trials. After

the practice periods, you will have a chance to ask more questions before the experiment

formally start. You will be paid for each formal period.

Computer instructions

You will see three types of screens: the decision screen, the payoff screen and the

waiting screen.

Your withdrawing decisions will be made on the decision screen as shown above. You

can choose to withdraw money or leave money in the bank by pushing one of the two

buttons. Note that your decision will be final once you press the buttons, so be careful

when you make the move. The header provides information about what period you are in

and the time remaining to make a decision. After the time limit is reached, you will be

given a flashing reminder 'please reach a decision!'. The screen also shows which table

you should look at.

After all subjects input their decisions, a payoff screen will appear as shown above. You
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Figure 2.3: The Decision Screen
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will see your decision and payoff in the current period. The history of your decisions and

payoffs as well as your cumulative payoff are also provided. After finishing reading the

information, push the 'continue' button to go to the next period. You will have 30 seconds

to review the information before a new period starts.

You might see a waiting screen following the decision or payoff screens - this means

that other people are still making decisions or reading the information, and you will need

to wait until they finish to go to the next step.

Payment

At the end of the entire experiment, the supervisor wi II pay you in cash. Your earnings

in dollars will be:

total payoff in ED x 0.2.
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Table 2.4: Payoff Table 0 (for Practice), r=1.43
n payoff if withdraw payoff if leave money in the bank

0 1.43 2.00

1 1.43 1.90

2 1.43 1.79

3 1.43 1.63

4 1.43 1.43

5 1.43 1.14

6 1.43 0.71

7 1.25 0.00

8 1.11 0.00

9 1.00 0.00 I

Table 2.5: Payoff Table 1, r=1.05
n payoff if withdraw payoff if leave money in the bank

0 1.05 2.00

1 1.05 1.99

2 1.05 1.98

3 1.05 1.96

4 1.05 1.93

5 1.05 1.90

6 1.05 1.85

7 1.05 1.77

8 1.05 1.60

9 1.00 1.11

Table 2.6: Payoff Table 2, r=1.11
n payoff if withdraw payoff if leave money in the bank

0 1.11 2.00

1 1.11 1.98

2 1.11 1.94

3 1.11 1.91

4 1.11 1.85

5 1.11 1.78

6 1.11 1.67

7 1.11 1.49

8 1.11 1.12

9 1.00 0.02
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Table 2.7: Payoff Table 3, r=1.18
n payoff if withdraw payoff if leave money in the bank

0 1.18 2.00

1 1.18 1.96

2 1.18 1.91

3 1.18 1.85

4 1.18 1.76

I5 1.18 1.64

6 1.18 1.46 I

7 1.18 1.16

8 1.11 0.56

9 1.00 0.00

Table 2.8: Payoff Table 4, r=1.33
n payoff if withdraw payoff if leave money in the bank

0 1.33 2.00

1 1.33 1.93

2 1.33 1.84

3 1.33 1.72

4 1.33 1.56

5 1.33 1.34

6 1.33 1.01

7 1.25 0.46

8 1.11 0.00

9 1.00 0.00

Table 2.9: Payoff Table 5, r=1.54
n payoff if withdraw payoff if leave money in the bank

0 1.54 2.00

1 1.54 1.88

2 1.54 1.73

3 1.54 1.54

4 1.54 1.28

5 1.54 0.92

6 1.43 0.38

7 1.25 0.00

8 1.11 0.00 I

9 1.00 0.00
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2.8 Appendix II: Individual Players' Actions

Here we graph each individual's actions. A dot on the upper line represents 'leave money

in the bank' and a dot on the lower line represents 'withdraw early'. PI f"VPIO represent the

ten players. The two numbers in the brackets represent the total payoff (in experimental

dollars) and rank of the total payoff among the group of players.
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Figure 2.7: Player's Actions - SFUI
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Figure 2.9: Players' Actions - SFU2
Playe,,- Acllons . SfU2 (R&>1trse Order)
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2.9 Appendix III: Simulation Figures

The simulation results are similar with different seeds when 7]=0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,

0.8, 0.9, so we only plot the cases with seed=1 (for three starting values of z). When

7] = 0.7, different seeds give very different paths, and plot simulations with seed=1, 2, 3.
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Figure 2.10: Simulation Path - 'fJ = 0.1
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Figure 2.11: Simulation Path - T] = 0.2
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Figure 2.12: Simulation Path - 'T/ = 0.3
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Figure 2.13: Simulation Path - T/ = 0.4
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Figure 2.14: Simulation Path -17 = 0.5
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Figure 2.15: Simulation Path - TJ = 0.6
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Figure 2.16: Simulation Path - TJ = 0.7, Zl 1
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Figure 2.17: Simulation Path - 'f) = 0.7, Zl 5
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Figure 2.18: Simulation Path - 'T/ = 0.7, Zl 9
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10

Figure 2.19: Simulation Path - 'fJ = 0.8
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Figure 2.20: Simulation Path - 'fJ = 0.9
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Chapter 3

One or Two Monies?!

In this paper, we study the essentiality ofa second money. The main features ofthe model

are: alternating day and night stage as in Lagos and Wright (2005), divisible and conceal

able money in variable supply, private information about preferences, and limited com

mitment. We adopt the mechanism design approach and solve a social planner's problem

subject to the resource constraint and incentive constraints imposed by the existing fric

tions. We specifY the conditions under which a second money is essential and show that

two monies are a perfect substitute to the missing record-keeping technology. We investi

gate how exogenously imposed structure such as indivisibility ofmoney, pair-wise trading

orfixed money supply affects the analysis ofthe essentiality ofa second money.

3.1 Introduction

Recent advances in micro-founded monetary theory seem to have reached a consensus that

the role of money is to make up for the missing record-keeping technology (see Kocher

lakota 1998a, b). A natural question to ask is that given that money plays the role ofrecord

keeping, is a single money the optimal choice?

Several decades ago, Mundell (1961) proposed that from the standpoint ofmoney's unit

of account and medium of exchange properties, 'the optimum currency area is the world'

suggesting that one money is the optimal choice. The intuition behind Mundell's con-

[This chapter is based on a work co-written with Mei Dong, Simon Fraser Diversity. We would like to
thank David Andolfatto, Ed Nosal, Robert Jones, Randy Wright, Chris Waller, Fernando Martin, Alexander
Karaivanov, and participants at the brown bag seminar at Simon Fraser University and the 2007 Cleveland
Federal Reserve Conference on Money, Banking, Payments, and Finance for helpful suggestions and com
ments.
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elusion is that using fewer monies reduces the costs associated with valuation and money

changing.

Recently, several authors have reinvestigated the optimality of a single currency in en

vironments where money's role as a substitute for the missing record-keeping technology

is explicitly modelled. All models feature pair-wise trading and random matching as in

Trejos and Wright (1995,1997). Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) show that in a two

country model where buyers' nationalities/preferences are private information, two indivis

ible monies are potentially essential to act as a preference signalling device. Kocherlakota

(2002) shows that when agents cannot commit to trading, and when money is divisible,

concealable and held in fixed supply, a second money is essential to prevent agents from

forging past trading history by concealing money balances. Ravikumar and Wallace (2002)

show that in a two-country model, a single money regime is preferred to a two-money

regime since the latter is associated with inferior equilibria.2

This paper reexamines the essentiality of multiple currencies in a Lagos and Wright

(2005) environment where agents' activities occur in two stages - night and day - sequen

tially in each period. Money is divisible, concealable and in variable supply. There is

limited commitment and private information about preferences. We abstract from search

friction and pair-wise trading. Following Townsend's (1989) spirit, rather than imposing a

certain market structure, we adopt a mechanism design approach and consider a social plan

ner's problem subject to the resource constraints and incentive compatibility constraints

implied by the present frictions. The main results are as follows. First, including a second

stage allows money balances to serve as an alternative (to the type of money) preference

signalling device and a single money is sufficient ifagents are patient enough. Second, two

monies constitute a perfect substitute for the missing record-keeping technology so that

there is no need for a third money. Third, it is the presence of private information about

preferences rather than limited commitment that makes a second money essential. Fourth,

exogenously imposed structure such as indivisibility of money, pair-wise trading or fixed

money supply affects the analysis of the essentiality of a second money.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 lays out the physical environment featuring

2In Ravikumar and Wallace (2002), a country is defined by the trading pattern: the probability ofencoun
tering a domestic citizen is higher than the probability ofmeeting a foreigner. This is opposed to Kocherlakota
and Krueger (1999), where a country is defined by preferences: agents from the same country have the same
preferences.

There is another strand ofIiterature investigating whether multiple currencies can coexist or circulate at the
same time. Examples are Camera and Winkler (2003), Camera ef ai. (2004), and Craig and Waller (2004).
Our paper's goal is to study the welfare enhancing role of multiple currencies, or whether multiple currencies
are essential.
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two types of agents and characterize the first-best allocation. Section 3 introduces private

information and limited commitment and shows the conditions to achieve the first-best al

location when the society has access to a record-keeping technology. Section 4 studies

the conditions under which a second money is essential to achieve the first-best allocation.

Section 5 extends the result from 2-type-agent model to multiple-type agent model. Sec

tion 6 compares our results from previous literature. Section 7 concludes and points out

directions for future research.

3.2 The Physical Environment

The framework we adopt is the quasi-linear environment suggested by Lagos and Wright

(2005) without the search friction. Time is discrete and runs from date 1 to date 00. There

are two symmetric locations a and b. At date 0, a continuum ofmeasure 1 of infinitely lived

agents are born at each location. We call agents type a or type b according to their birth

places. Each period consists of two subperiods: day and night. The two locations fuse

into one large economy during the day, and become spatially separated economies at the

night stage. There is one day good, and two night goods indexed by 1 and 2. Good 1(2) is

produced and consumed at location a(b).

During the day, all agents can produce and consume the day good. At night, agents

are subject to a technology shock and become either a consumer or a producer with equal

probabilities. Producers can produce but do not want to consume, and consumers want

to consume but cannot produce. Agents are then subject to a relocation shock and go to

each location with the same probabilities. Producers at location a(b) are endowed with a

linear technology to produce good 1(2) and the disutility of producing 1 unit of good is 1.

Type a consumers want to consume good 1 for which they have high valuation at location

a, and want to consume good 2 for which they have low valuation at location b. Type b

consumers want to consume good 2 for which they have high valuation at location b, and

want to consume good 1 for which they have low valuation at location a. The technology

and relocation/preference shocks are i.i.d. across time and individuals originated from the

same location. Refer to Figure 1 for a graphical illustration of the environment.

The life-time expected utility of a type a agent i E (0,1) is:
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Location a

Location b

Figure 3.1: Environment
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c,: consumption of night good I; Cl: consumption of nighI good 2;
y,: production of good I; y,: production of good 2;
z: production (consumption if negative) ofday good;
Shocks are i.i.d. across time and agents (of the same type).

Time

where 0 < f3 < 1 is the discount factor, z~(i) is the production (consumption if negative)

of the day good, 8 > 1, ctt(i) and c~,t(i) are the consumption of (night) good 1 and 2

respectively, and y~,t (i) and yg,t (i) are the production of good 1 and 2 respectively. The

function u(·) has the properties that u" < 0 < u' and u(O) = O.

Similarly, the expected utility of a type b agent j E (0, 1):

The resource constraints are given by:
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at the day stage, and

11

ctt(i)I~(i)di +11

cL(j)I~(j)dj

11

Yl,t(i)I~(i)di +11

yLU)ItU)dj at location a;

11

c~,t(i)I;(i)di +11

cLU)I;(j)dj

11

yg,t(i)It(i)di +11

y~ij)I:(j)dj at location b;

at the night stage for all t ~ O. Itk (.) is an indicator function and is equal to 1 if the agent

is at location k E {a, b} at date t.

A social planner who treats all agents equally (and the two types of agents symmetri

cally) chooses ctt = ~,t = Ch, C2,t = cL = Ce, yl,t = ytt = Y2,t = y~,t = Y to maximize

the ex ante utility:

(1)

l',

subject to:

Ch + Ce = 2y.

The solution is characterized by:

r5u'(c~) = 1;

u'(c;)

y* (c~ + c;)!2.

I.e., the planner instructs each producer to produce y* units of night goods, and splits the

output among consumers: high valuation (local) consumers get chand low valuation (non

local) consumers get ce. Note that since r5 > 1, c'h > ce. For the day stage allocation,

note that since Zt enters linearly in preferences, any zf(i) and zf(j) that satisfy Eozf(i) =

Eozf(j) = 0 would satisfy the day stage resource constraint and entail no ex ante welfare

loss. In the current context, one such allocation is zf(i) = zf(j) = 0 for all i and j and

t ~ O.

The first-best allocation can be achieved if agents' types and the realization of the tech

nology and preferences are public information, and agents are able to commit to the actions
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prescribed by the allocation.

3.3 Limited Commitment and Private Information

Assume that agents cannot commit, and agents' types and the realization of relocation

shocks are not publicly observable. The realization of the technology shock or whether an

agent is a producer or consumer at the night stage is assumed to be public infonnation.3 In

this case, a record-keeping technology - which allows the planner to keep track of agents'

actions - becomes essential to overcome the frictions caused by limited commitment and

private infonnation (see Kocherlakota, 1998a, b).

We will focus on symmetric stationary allocations where for all i and j E (0,1) and

k E {a,b},

0(') b(') 0(') b(') .0(') b(') 0(') b(')• C1 t '/, = C2 t J = Ch, C2 t J = c1 t '/, = Ce, Yl t '/, = Yl t J = Y2 t '/, = Y2 t J = Y, , 1 I , , l I

with Ch + Ce = 2y for t ~ 0;

• zg(i) = z8(j) = 0;

{

Zh if the agent consumed Ch at the night stage oftime t - 1;

• z~(-) = ze,' if the agent consumed Ce at the night stage of time t - 1;

zp, if the agent produced Y at the night stage oftime t - 1;

with zp = -(Zh + ze)/2 fort ~ 1.

In the presence ofprivate infonnation and lack of commitment, an implementable allo

cation must satisfy the incentive constraints (so that individuals have the incentive to truth

fully reveal their private infonnation) and individual rationality or participation constraints

(so that individuals have the incentive to stick to the actions prescribed by the mechanism).

If a mechanism prescribes higher consumption for high valuation consumers (which is

the case at the first-best allocation) at the night stage, low valuation consumers will have

the incentive to claim to be high valuation consumers. Private infonnation about types and

preferences implies that at the night stage, consumers can potentially lie about their valu

ation of the night good. Due to the structure of the preference shocks, there are two ways

to deal with problems caused by private infonnation. The planner can induce the two types

JWe assume this to make the paper more comparable to Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) and Kocher
lakota (2002), The paper's results about the essentiality of multiple currencies go through if the realization
of the technology shocks is private information.
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of agents to truthfully reveal their types before the realization of the preference shocks and

use the infonnation to infer a consumer's valuation after the relocation/preference shock is

realized. For example, if an agent reports to be a type a consumer and wants to consume

good 2, the planner can infer that the agent is a low valuation consumer. We call this mech

anism the early sorting mechanism. To use the early sorting mechanism, the following

constraint needs to be satisfied:4

_1_ {6U(Ch) - Zh u(ce) - Ze _ ¥.-}
1-(3 4 + 4 2

> _1_ {6U(Ce) - Ze U(Ch) - Zh _ ¥.-}.
1-(3 4 + 4 2'

(rCT)

which holds if Ch > Ceo Alternatively, the planner can try to induce the consumers to truth

fully report their valuation toward the night goods by resorting to variation in the day pro

duction. We call this the late sorting mechanism, which is effective if and only if the

following two conditions are satisfied:5

6U(Ch) + (3( -Zh + W)

u(ce) + (3( -Ze + W)

2 6u(ce) + (3( -Ze + W);

2 U(Ch) + (3( -Zh + W).

where W is as defined in equation 1. We can rearrange the two incentive constraints as:

(rCH)

(ICL)

The first constraint ensures that high valuation consumers do not want to imitate low val

uation consumers (note that this means that type a agents desiring good 1 do not want to

imitate type b agents desiring good 1, and that type b agents desiring good 2 do not want

imitate type a agents desiring good 2). The second constraint is that the low valuation con

sumers do not want to imitate the high valuation consumers (note again that the constraint

is for agents wanting to consuming the same good and they are ex ante different types). 6

When agents cannot commit, the allocation {Ch' Ce, y, Zh, Ze, zp} must respect ex post

rationality. Assume that the punishment for noncompliance is autarky where the welfare

4We call this 'early sorting' because information used in this mechanism is revealed before agents' valu
ation of the night goods is realized.

5We call this 'early sorting' because information used in this mechanism is revealed after agents' valuation
of the night goods is realized.

6Strictly speaking, there is a third way to align the consumers' incentives by giving all consumers the
same night stage consumption, which is obviously not optimal.
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is Wo = O. At the night stage, there are three individual rationality conditions: one for

producers, one for high valuation consumers and one for low valuation consumers:

-y + p( -zp + W) > 0;

OU(Ch) + p( -Zh + W) > OJ

u(ce) + p( -Ze + W) > O.

At the day stage, there are also three individual rationality conditions:

-Zp +W > 0;

-Zh + W > 0;

-Ze + W > O.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Note that for consumers, if the day stage rationality conditions - (7) and (8) - are sat

isfied, the night stage individual rationality conditions - (4) and (5) - are automatically

satisfied. For producers, the night stage individual rationality constraint (3) implies the day

stage individual rationality condition (6). We can thus drop conditions (4), (5), and (6).

An implementable allocation must satisfy conditions (3), (7) and (8), which we rewrite and

label as (IRP), (IRH) and (IRL) respectively.7

Zh > -Ze +2(yjp - W);

Zh < W;

Ze < Wj

(IRP)

(IRR)

(IRL)

Lemma 3.1 When agents' types and the realization of the preference shocks are private

information, and when the economy has access to a record-keeping technology, the first

best allocation can be achieved ifand only ifp ~ Po where Po is defined as:

2y*P = -=--:----:-''----;---:-
o ou(c~) + u(c;r

Proof. We graph I RP, I RL and I RH at the optimal allocation (c~, c;, y*), at which the

ex ante welfare is given by

W* = ~ 1 ~ P [ou(c~) + u(c;) - 2y*] .

7Note that (IRP) incorporates the day time resource constraint Zh/2 + zd2 + zp = o.
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Figure 3.2: Full Record-keeping Technology
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As shown in Figure 2, the first-best allocation can be achieved if and only if the shaded area

is non-empty, or

y. /(3 - W* ~ W*;

which, with some manipulation, can be rewritten as:

2y*
(3 2: 6u(ci,) + u(ce) = (30'

Note that we do not need to worry about the incentive constraint for consumers since I CT

is satisfied if Ch > Ceo •

3.4 Monetary Mechanisms

Now suppose that the society has no access to a record keeping technology so that it is

impossible to directly pass information across time. In this case, the planner uses tokens 

which we call money - as a substitute for the missing record-keeping technology to com

municate information across stages. 8 Following Kocherlakota (2002), we assume that

money is perfectly divisible and money balances are concealable (or private information).

8The society, though, has access to a contemporaneous memory technology which can remember agents'
actions within a stage.
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3.4.1 Single Money Mechanisms

When there is a single money, it is impossible to use I CT to align consumers' incentive. If

the two types of agents hold the same amount of money, after the realization of the reloca

tion shocks, all low valuation consumers can lie to be high valuation consumers. The other

possibility is that the two types ofagents hold different amounts ofmoney, which, however,

still cannot prevent those with higher amount ofmoney from lying to be high valuation con

sumers when they are in fact low valuation consumers by concealing money balances. To

induce consumers to truthfully reveal their valuation, a single money mechanism must rely

on the late sorting mechanism and resort to differences in day time production. In this case,

we need to replace I CT by I CHand I C L.

We will show that there exists single monetary mechanisms to catch nonparticipants

and effectively cast them into perpetual autarky, so that the individual rationality condi

tions remain the same as in the full record-keeping case. An implementable single money

mechanism must satisfy I C H, I C L, I RP, I RH and I RL.

Lemma 3.2 states the condition under which a single money mechanism can achieve

the first-best allocation.

Lemma 3.2 When agents' types and preferences are private information, and in the ab

sence ofa record-keeping technology, single money mechanisms can achieve the first-best

allocation ifand only if f3 ~ f3 1 , with f3 1 given by:

f3 - 2y* + u(ci,) - u(ce) f3
1 - (<5 + l)u(cit) < Q'

Proof. Consider the following mechanism.

At date 0 day stage, the mechanism endows each agent with one unit of money ($).

At date 0 night stage, after the technology and relocation/preference shocks are realized,

the mechanism offers agents the following choices:

f $
{

cit good (lor 2) and (1 - Ph) $; or
I consumer, show 1 ,get ce good (lor 2) and (1 - Pi) $;

with 1 > Ph > Pi > 0;

Ifproducer, show 1 $, use y* output to exchange for 1 $.

With this mechanism, non-participants leave with 1 $ and participants leave with more

than 1 $. Participating consumers leave with 2 - Ph or 2 - Pi units ofmoney depending on

whether they choose to consume cit or ceunits of goods. Participating producers produce
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y* units of output and leave with 2 units of money. 9

At date 1 day stage, the mechanism offers agents the following options:

Show (2 - Ph) $, use Zh day goods to exchange for Ph $;

Show (2 - PpJ $, use ze day goods to exchange for Pe $;

Show 2 $, get zp = (Zh + ze)/2 units of day good.

With this mechanism, all participants leave the stage with 2 units of money and non

participating agents who were consumers in the proceeding night stage leave with less than

2 units of money.

At date 1 night stage, the choice are:

{
c'h good (1 or 2) and (1 - Ph) $; or

If consumer, show 2 $, choose from c; good (1 or 2) and (1 - Pe) $

Ifproducer, show 2 $, use y* output to exchange for 1 $.

At date t 2:: 2 day stage, the choices are:

Show (t + 1 - Ph) $, use Zh day goods to exchange for Ph $;

Show (t + 1 - Pe) $, use ze day goods to exchange for Pe $;

Show (t + 1) $, get zp = (Zh + ze)/2 units of day goods.

At date t 2:: 2 night stage, the choices are:

{

c* good (1 or 2) and (1 - P ) $; or
If consumer, show (t + 1) $, choose from h h

Cg good (1 or 2) and (1 - Pe) $

Ifproducer, show (t + 1) $, use y* output to exchange for 1 $.

Note that under this mechanism, if an agent skip the night stage as a producer, or skip

the day stage as a previous consumer, his money balances will fall short of the required

balances to participate in the following stages; the mechanism thus effectively catches non

participants and casts them into perpetual autarky. The individual rationality conditions

thus remain the same as in the case with the record-keeping technology.

In Figure 3, we graph the incentive compatibility and individual rationality conditions

(ICH, JCL, JRP, JRH and JRL) at the optimal allocation (c'h,Cg,y*). As is obvious

from the graph, any combination (ze, Zh) in the shaded area can achieve the first-best allo

cation. The area is non-empty if and only if

y* W* [u(c'h) - u(cg)] < W*·
If - + 2(3 -,

9Since there is a contemporaneous memory technology, the mechanism can prevent agents from partici
pating more than once.
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which can be rearranged as:

(3 > 2y* + [u(c;;) - u(ce)] = {3 .
- (5 + l)u(c;;) 1

Figure 3.3: Lack ofRecord-keeping Technology, Single Money
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Note that since

_-:e.(_5_+_l:--)u-,-(c...:..::.h:--)_ = 5u(c;;) + u(ce)- 2y* + l'
2y* + [u(c;;) - u(ce)] 2y* + [u(c;;) - u(ce)]
5u(c;;) + u(ce) _ 5u(c;;) + u(ce)- 2y* + l'

2y* - 2y* '

it follows that 1/{31 < 1/{30, or {31 > {30·.

The single monetary mechanism outlined above deals with the friction caused by lim

ited commitment and private information as follows. By rewarding participants with newly

issued money and increasing the money balances required for future participation, the

mechanism effectively catches non-participants and casts them to perpetual autarky. By

requiring previous high valuation consumers work more than previous low valuation con

sumers in the day stage, the mechanism induces consumers to truthfully reveal privately

held information and signal preferences by choosing different money balances while exit

ing the night stage.
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3.4.2 Two Money Mechanisms

In this subsection we introduce a second money and show that two monies consist of a

perfect substitute for the missing record-keeping technology, and improve welfare over one

money when 13 < 131' Lemma 3.3 states the condition under which two-money mechanisms

can achieve the first-best allocation.

Lemma 3.3 When agents' types and the realization of the preference shocks are private

information, in the absence ofa record-keeping technology, two-money mechanisms can

achieve the first-best allocation ifand only if13 ~ 130 ,

Proof. Call the two monies red money (R) and green money (G). Consider the following

mechanism.

At date aday stage, the mechanism asks agents to choose from two monetary portfolios:

1 Rand 1 G.

At date 0 night stage, after the shocks are realized, the mechanism offers agents the fol

lowing choices:

At location a,

If consumer and show R, get cit good 1 and (1 - p) R;

If consumer and show G, get ce good 1 and (1 - p) R, where a< p < 1;

If producer and show R, use y' good to exchange for 1 R;

At location b,

If consumer and show G, get cit good 2 and (1 - p) G;

If consumer and show R, get ce good 2 and (1 - p) G;

At both locations,

Ifproducer and show R, use y' good to exchange for 1 R;

If producer and show G, use y' output to exchange for 1 G.

With this mechanism, non-participants leave with 1 unit of money and participants

leave with more than 1 unit of money. Participating consumers with higher consumption

(local consumers) leave the stage with a single type ofmoney; participating consumers with

lower consumption (non-local consumers) leave with two types of money; all participating

consumers exit with the same total money balances 2 - p. Participating producers produce

y' units of output and leave with 2 units of single-colored money.
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At date 1 day stage,

If show (2 - p) R, use Zh day output to exchange for p Rj

Ifshow (2 - p) G, use Zh day output to exchange for p Gj

If show R + (1 - p) G, use z'- day output and (1 - p)G to exchange for 1 Rj

Ifshow G + (1 - p) R, use z'- day output and (1 - p)R to exchange for 1 G;

If show 2 R or 2 G, get zp = (Zh + z,-)/2 units of day goods.

At date 1 night stage,

At location a,

If consumer and show 2 R, get c'h good 1 and (1 - p) R;

If consumer and show 2 G, get ci good 1 and (1 - p) Rj

At location b,

If consumer and show 2 G, get c'h good 2 and (1 - p) G;

If consumer and show 2 R, get ci good 2 and (1 - p) G;

At both locations,

Ifproducer and show 2 R, use y* output to exchange for 1 R;

Ifproducer and show 2 G, use y* output to exchange for 1 G.

At date t 2: 2 day stage,

If show (t + 1 - p) R, use Zh day output to exchange for p R;

If show (t + 1 - p) G, use Zh day output to exchange for p G;

If show t R + (1 - p) G, use z'- day output and (1 - p) G to exchange for 1 R;

If show t G + (1 - p) R, use z'- day output and (1 - p) R to exchange for 1 G;

If show (t + 1) R or (t + 1) G, get zp = (Zh + z,-)/2 units of day goods.

At date t 2: 2 night stage,

At location a:

If consumer and show (t + 1) R, get c'h good 1 and (1 - p) R;

If consumer and show (t + 1) G, get ci good 1 and (1 - p) R;

At location b:

If consumer and show (t + 1) G, get c'h good 2 and (1 - p) G;

If consumer and show (t + 1) R, get ci good 2 and (1 - p) G;

At both locations,
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Ifproducer and show (t + 1) R, use y* output to exchange for 1 R;

Ifproducer and show (t + 1) G, use y* output to exchange for 1 G.

Similar to the single monetary mechanism in last subsection, the two money mechanism

described here rewards participants with more money balances and effectively catches non

participants and bars them from participating in the mechanism forever. The individual

rationality conditions thus stay the same as in the case with the record-keeping technology

where defectors are directly caught and forced into perpetual autarky. What is different

from the single monetary mechanism is that if the two types of agents can be induced to

hold different monetary portfolios with the same total balances, they will not be able to

falsely claim to be high valuation consumers in the night stages. For example, suppose

that type a choose to hold red money and type b choose to hold green money at date O. At

the following night stage, a type a agent at location b (desiring good 2) is a low valuation

consumer cannot claim to have high valuation since he does not have the green money

required for higher consumption. We verify in the following that the two types of agents

indeed have the incentive to differentiate themselves from each other by choosing different

monetary portfolios. Take type a agents as an example. The expected life-time utility from

holding the red money is:

and the expected utility from holding the green money is:

W; = ~ 1 ~ 11 [5u(ce) + u(c~) - 2y*];

and wra > wga so that type a agents prefer holding the red money.

The mechanism outlined above can achieve the first-best allocation if the allocation (Ch' Ce, y, Zh, Ze, zp)

satisfies leT, 1RP, 1RH and 1RL at (c'h, Ce,y*) as depicted in figure 2. As in the case

with the full record keeping technology, the first-best allocation can be achieved ifand only

if 11 2: 110 ,.

Two monies induces the two types of agents to hold different monetary portfolios and

since the two portfolios feature the same total balances, it is impossible to juggle one port

folio to look like the other. The early sorting mechanism is thus reinstated and two monies

provide a perfect substitute for the missing record-keeping technology, and improves wel-
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fare over single money mechanisms when f3 < f30. 1O

3.5 Extension to Multi-type-agent Models

In this section, we show that as in Townsend (1987), two monies consist of a perfect sub

stitute for the missing record-keeping technology even when there are more than two types

of agents. 11 The optimal two money mechanism is to endow different types with differ

ent combinations of the red and green monies, with all combinations giving the same total

money balances.

There are N < +00 symmetric locations, N types of agents distinguished by their

locations of origin, and N night goods.

During the day, all agents can produce and consume the day good. At night, agents

are subject to a technology shock and become either a consumer or a producer with equal

probabilities. Producers can produce but do not want to consume and consumers want to

consume but cannot produce. Agents are then subject to a relocation/preference shock and

go to each location with the same probability liN. Producers at location n E {1, 2, ... , N}

are endowed with a technology to produce good n and the disutility of producing 1 unit of

output is 1. Type m consumers at location n derive utility from night good n and the utility

of consuming Cmn is given by omnu(cmn) with omn = Om-n+I(m<n)N, 00 > 01 > 02 > ... >
ON-I> 0, and I(m < n) = 1 ifm > nand °otherwise.

The first-best consumption c:nn (m, n = 1,2, ... , N) is characterized by

Let c~ (h E {O, 1, ... , N - 1}) be the solution to

We have c:nn = c:n-n+I(m<n)N'

IONote that when /3 < /31' the first-best allocation cannot be achieved even with the record-keeping tech
nology. It can be shown that two monies are still a perfect substitute for the record-keeping technology and
strictly improve welfare over single monetary mechanisms.

11 Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) also mention that two monies are sufficient in their model which has
only two types of agents. With indivisible monies, however, more monies will be needed if there are more
than two types of agents.
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if the agent consumed cq at the night stage of time t - 1;

Table 3 I' Preference/Relocation Shocks
Good 1 2 ... n ... N-I N

Agent type ... ...
1 60 6N - 1 ... 61- n +N ... 62 61

2 61 60 ... 62- n +N ... 63 62

... ... '" ... ... ... ... ...
m 6m - 1 6m - 2 '" 6m - n +l(m<n)N ... 6m +1 15m

'" ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
N-I 6N - 2 6N - 3 ... ON-1-n ... 00 6N - 1

N 6N - 1 6N - 2 ... 6N - n ... 61 60

The first-best production per producer is:

N-1

* 1 ~ *y = N L..J Cq .

q=O

The first-best life-time welfare of a representative agent is:

1 1 { [N-1 ] }W* = 2N 1 _ f3 ~ 6qu(c;) + Ny*

Agents cannot commit and agents' types and the realization ofpreference shocks are private

infonnation. The realization of the technology shock is public infonnation.

We focus on symmetric stationary allocations where for m, n E {1, 2, ... , N},

• Cmnt = cm-n+l(m<n)N and Ymnt = Y = (liN) ~r;.~l c q for t ~ 0;

• ZmO = 0;

{

Zq,
• Zt = zp, if the agent produced y at the night stage of time t - 1;

with zp = -(liN) ~r;.~l Zq fort ~ 1.

Let us first look at the achievable allocation when there is a record-keeping technology.

There are two ways to deal with the friction caused by private infonnation. If early sorting
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is used, the following (N) constraints must be satisfied:

2~ 1 ~ fi {[t,Omnu(emnl] + NY}

> 2~ 1 ~ fi ([~Om'nU(em'n)] + NY} ;

for all m, m' E {I, 2, ... , N} and m' i= m. If late sorting is used, the following (N2
- N)

constraints must be satisfied:

JqU(Cq) + f3( -Zql + W) ~ 0 for all q, q' E {O, 1, ... , N - 1);

where

To deal with limited commitment, the following (N + 1) individual rationality condi

tions must be satisfied:

-y+f3(-Zp+W) > 0;

- Zq + W > 0 for all q E {O, 1, ... , N - 1}.

Following the argument in section 3, it can be shown that leT holds at the first-best

allocation, and the first-best allocation can be achieved if and only if

Ny*
f3 > = f3N

- ~N-l.r (*) 0 .uq=O uqu cq

In the absence ofa record-keeping technology, single monetary mechanism must resort

to late sorting and the first-best allocation can be achieved if and only if:

X* +Ny*
f3 > f3N - > f3N.

- 1 - X* ~N-l.r (*) 0 ,+ uq=O uqu cq

where
N-l

X* = I)N - 1 - q)Jq+du(c~) - U(C;+l)]·
q=O
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The following proposed mechanism with two monies (R and G) can act as a perfect

substitute for the missing record-keeping technology, and improve welfare over single mon

etary mechanisms when j3 < j3~.

At the day stage of date 0, the mechanism asks people to choose from among N money

portfolios:

with 0 < rm < 1 for all m E {1, 2, ... , N} and rm f= rm , for all m f= mi.

At the night stage of date 0, after the shocks are realized, the planner offers each agent

the following choices:

At location n E {1, 2, ... , N},

If consumer and show rm R + (1 - rm ) G, get Cmn = cm-n+I(m<n)N good nand c[rn

R + (1 - rn ) G] where 0 < c < min(lrm - rm ,lmr"m'E{1,2,... ,N});

Ifproducer and show rm R+ (l-rm ) G, use y* output to exchange for rm R+ (l-rm )

G.

The mechanism requires agents show 1 unit of money to participate in the stage, and

proposes consumption contingent on the composition of the monetary portfolio held by

consumers. The mechanism rewards participating consumers c units of money, the compo

sition of which differs across different locations. Producers who produce y* units of output

earn 1 unit of money and maintain the same composition as their currently held portfo

lios. We restrict c to ensure that consumers of different types and consuming at different

locations exit the night stage with different monetary portfolios.

At the day stage of date 1,

If show rm R + (1 - rm ) G + c[rn R + (1 - rn ) G], use Zmn = zm-n+I(m<n)N day

output and c[rn R + (1 - rn ) G] to exchange for [rm R + (1 - rm ) G];

If show 2[rm R + (1 - rm ) G], get zp = (liN) "L.::~/ Zq units of day good.

If an agent has participated in at the date 0 night stage and date 1 day stage, he augments

his money balances by 1 unit and maintains the same composition as his monetary portfolio

at the date 0 day stage.

At the night stage of date 1,

At location n,

If consumer and show 2[rm R+ (1- rm ) G], get Cmn = cm-n+I(m<n)N good nand c[rn

R+ (1- rn ) G];
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Ifproducer and show 2[rmR+(l-rm) G], use y* output to exchange for rmR+(1-rm)

G',

At the day stage of the t ~ 2 period,

If show t[rm R + (1- rm ) G] + c[rn R + (1- rn ) G], use Zmn = zm-n+I(m<n)N day

output and c[rn R + (1- rn ) G] to exchange for [rm R + (1- rm ) G];

Ifshow (t + l)[rm R + (1 - rm ) G], get zp = (liN) I:~~l Zq units of day output.

At the night stage of the t ~ 2 period,

At location n,

If consumer and show (t + l)[rm R + (1 - rm ) G], get Cmn = Cm-n+I(m<n)N good n

and c[rn R + (1 - rn ) G];

If producer and show (t + 1) [rm R + (1 - rm) G], use y* output to exchange for rm

R+ (1- rm ) G.

3.6 Comparison with Previous Literature

There are two papers closely related to our paper, Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) and

Kocherlakota (2002).

The setup of our model differs from Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) in several ways.

First, we have a day market. Second, we deal with centralized allocation and abstract from

pair-wise trading. Third, we have divisible money. The results we have are also different

from Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999).

In Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999), two monies are essential only if agents are pa

tient enough. Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) get the result because the assumption of

pair-wise trading, indivisibility of money and upper unit bound for money holdings. In

such a framework, when agents are not patient enough, the production for high and low

valuation consumers is the same, or there should be no production for the low valuation

consumers, so that there is no need to distinguish the two types of consumers and thus no

need to use a second money.12 In our model, it is always necessary to distinguish the two

types of agents, and two monies are not essential if money balances can effectively signal

12Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) mentioned that two monies are not essential if ci, = ci or ci = O. The
first case occurs due to the assumption that people can only engage in pair-wise trading and trading pairs are
isolated from each other. The second case occurs due to the assumption that money is indivisible and there
is a unit upper bound for money holdings so that it might be optimal for agents to hold onto their 1 unit of
domestic money and trade only with a domestic producer.
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preferences (which is the case if agents are patient enough).

Kocherlakota and Krueger (1999) also mention that in their framework, two monies are

sufficient. The result, however, cannot be extended to multiple-type-agent models ifmoney

remains indivisible. In this paper, we show that when money is divisible, two monies serve

as a perfect substitute for the missing record-keeping technology so that two monies are

sufficient even when there are more than two types of agents.

Our model reduces to Kocherlakota (2002) if c5 = 1 and day time production is lim

ited to be zero. Kocherlakota (2002) shows that when there is limited commitment, it is

necessary to have two monies. The result is due to the assumption that money supply is

kept fixed. When money supply is fixed, the only way to 'record' whether a producer has

produced or not is to give the producer some money, which has to be transferred from his

trading partner or a consumer; this will result in different money holdings for producers and

consumers. However, the first-best allocation specifies that future allocation should not dis

criminate those with less money balances because they might have been consumers in last

period; this makes it possible for producers to defect and claim to have been a consumer

in the previous period. The mechanism we propose is to make money supply variable, re

ward all participants (no matter whether they are producers or consumers) by more money

and require ever increasing money balances for future participation to effectively catch

non-participants and cast them into perpetual autarky. Limited commitment thus does not

justify a role for a second money if we change the restriction of fixed money supply.

3.7 Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper, we show in a Lagos and Wright (2005) type ofmodel that in the face ofprivate

information and limited commitment, a second money can potentially improve welfare by

providing an efficient way to pass information across time.

In the model, the first-best allocation requires that producers produce for consumers

and high valuation consumers consume more than low valuation consumers. When agents'

types and the realization of the preference shocks are private information, low valuation

consumers have the incentive to claim to be high valuation consumers. There are two

options to align consumers' incentives. The first is to induce agents to truthfully report

their types and before the realization of preference shocks and use the information later

on to infer agents' valuation; we call this early sorting. The second option is to induce

agents to report their valuation after the preference shocks, and use the day stage consump-
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tion/production to align the incentives; we call this late sorting.

Mechanisms with a single concealable money rule out early sorting. When agents are

patient enough, the late sorting mechanism effectively aligns the incentive by inducing

agents to leave the night stage with different money balances. When agents are not patient

enough, the late sorting mechanism is not powerful enough to align incentives and the

introduction of a second money permits the early sorting mechanism allowing agents to

signal their preferences by holding different monetary portfolios (with the same total money

balances).

Our research in this paper can be carried on in several aspects. In our model's en

vironment, two monies are sufficient to replace the missing record-keeping technology.

Townsend (1987) and Kocherlakota (2002) have a similar result. It would be interesting

to see if two money is always sufficient as a substitute for record-keeping technology. Our

hunch tell us that the answer is 'yes'. We provide an intuitive argument here. If money

balances are not concealable, we can always encode different action/characteristic into a

number, and the number will carry the relevant information into future periods. When

money balances are concealable, the proposed solution does not work since individuals

can cut larger numbers to smaller ones; in a sense, the concealability of money balances

makes it possible for people to fake past history. The introduction ofa second money solves

the problem by encoding actions/characteristics into different two coordinates summing to

the same number. Two distinct actions/characteristics are thus represented by two distinct

pairs of numbers, and it is impossible to change one pair (record) to the other by cutting

the components of the couplet (concealing money balances) since the sum will be less than

required.

In the paper, we take the mechanism design approach and there are no markets in the

mechanisms proposed in the paper. We would like to follow Waller (2007) to see if the

allocations can be decentralized with market mechanisms (and with the help of monetary

and fiscal policies).
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